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DESIGN OF A MODULAR MOBILE MULTI ROBOT SYSTEM: ULGEN 

(UNIVERSAL-GENERATIVE ROBOT) 

SUMMARY 

Field of robotics consists a variety of disciplines, such as mechanical, computer and 

electronics engineering. In a traditional design approach, a humanoid, mobile robots 

and industrial robots have a certain amount of actuators and sensors. These robots have 

pre-defined workspace and they may not have the sufficient structure to respond to the 

changing environments. In addition, adding actuators and sensors to the robot consider 

all possible failures, environment types and targeted goals may have drawbacks on 

both costs and complexity.  

Modular robot systems consist individual robotic agents, which have the capability of 

assembly and forming new structures. Robotic structures with conventional 

morphologies usually have more complicated structures compared to the modular 

robot systems. The modular robotic systems, having simpler structures, can adapt to 

different tasks, avoid obstacles, reconfigure as a structure and repair malfunctioned 

agents. Simplest designs have only one degree of freedom whilst it can go up to four 

or five degrees of freedom in systems that are more complicated. Recent studies 

brought up systems with different capabilities such as; self-assembly, self-

reconfigurability, autonomy, mobility. However, most of the systems do not have all 

of these capabilities at once and the ones that have these abilities are not mobile enough 

to achieve locomotion sufficiently on rough and smooth terrain. 

In this work, a chain type self-assembly, modular self-reconfigurable robot system 

called ULGEN (Universal-Generative Robot) is designed and manufactured with 

wireless communication, localization, obstacle detection and high mobility 

capabilities. Presented work is a five degree of freedom system with six docking 

interfaces. This design configuration of the robot makes a single module adapt to 

different tasks, avoid obstacles and reconfigure as a structure. A single module can 

achieve locomotion in crawler mode and differential drive mode on its wheels. The 

rotating central joint brings up different capabilities, such as –(1) recovering itself if 

the module falls on its side and changing the locomotion type without reconfiguring 

the whole structure and (2) skid-steering to 4-wheel steering or insect-like four-legged 

robot to mammal-like four-legged robot. Localization can be used in swarm robotics 

applications. Modules can travel autonomously to explore ares individually and form 

an alternative configuration if they encounter obstacles. Once the optimal path is found 

or the defined target is found, the whole system can re-assemble and follow that path.  

All of the docking interfaces are compatible with each other and only the wheel 

connections require constant power supply to establish a rigid connection.  
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MODÜLER MOBİL ÇOKLU ROBOT SİSTEMİ TASARIMI: ULGEN 

(UNIVERSAL-GENERATIVE ROBOT) 

ÖZET 

Robotik alanındaki çalışmalar makina, bilgisayar, elektronik mühendisliği gibi farklı 

disiplinleri kapsamaktadır. Geleneksel insansı, mobil ya da endüstriyel tipteki robotlar 

daha önceden tasarım aşamasında belirlenmiş sayıda eyleyicilere ve sensörlere 

sahiptir. Bu robotların hareket sığaları önceden belirlenmiş olup, beklenmedik bir olay 

anında robotlar bu olaya istenilen tepkiyi verebilecek yapıya sahip olmayabilirler. 

Buna ek olarak, olabilecek her olumsuz veya öngörülemeyen duruma önlem alacak 

eyleyici ve sensörleri bu robotlara eklemek hem maddi açıdan hem de yapısal 

karmaşıklık açısından olumsuz etkiye sahip olacaktır.  

Modüler robot sistemleri, birleşebilme ve farklı yapılandırmalar oluşturabilme 

özelliğine sahip ayrık birimlerden oluşan sistemlerdir. Geleneksel sabit morfolojiye 

sahip robot yapılarına göre daha basit yapılı olan modüler robotik sistemler, 

oluşturdukları farklı yapılandırmalar ile farklı durumlara uyum sağlayabilir, hasarlı 

kısımlarının bağlantısını kopararak kendini yenileyebilir, farklı görevleri yerine 

getirebilirler. Geometrik yapılarına göre modüler robotlar kafes (lattice), zincir (chain) 

ve hibrit olarak üç ana gruba ayrılır. Kafes tipine sahip modüler robotlar, sanal bir 

kafes üzerinde birbirleri üzerinde hareket ederek yer değiştirirler. Bu tipteki yapılar 

oldukça sıkı bir yapıda birlikte ilerleyebilmelerine rağmen efektif olarak yer 

değiştirecek yapıda değillerdir. Zincir tipteki modüler robotlar uç uca eklenebilirler ve 

yer değiştirmek için birbirleri üzerinde ilerlemeleri gerekmez. Hibrit yapıdaki modüler 

robotlar ise, bahsedilen iki yapının da özelliklerini taşır. Hibrit modüler robotlar 

çalışmalarında genellike iki adet küpten oluşan yapıya sahiptir. Bu yapılarda toplamda 

altı adet birleşme arayüzü bulunur. Zincir ve hibrit tipteki robotlar, yüksek manevra ve 

yer değiştirebilme kabiliyetlerinden dolayı son yıllarda yaygın olarak çalışılmıştır. 

Sonuç olarak farklı serbestlik derecelerine, birleşme mekanizmalarına ve sensörlerine 

sahip modüler robot sistemleri tasarlanmıştır. En basit tasarıma sahip tek serbestlik 

dereceli robotlar yer değiştirebilmek için iki ya da daha fazla modülün oluşturacağı 

yapıya ihtiyaç duyar. İki serbestlik derecesine sahip olan modüller genellikle 

sürünerek ilerleyebilir ya da diferansiyel sürüş yapmasına olanak sağlayan iki adet 

motora ve tekere sahip olabilir. Üç ve dört serbestlik derecesine sahip olan modüller 

daha yüksek manevra kabiliyetine sahiptir ve kendi başlarına yer değiştirebilirler. İki 

serbestlik dereceli olanlara ek olarak hareket doğrultusunu kendi başlarına 

değiştirebilirler.  

Modüler robotlar yapı biçimi olarak homojen ve heterojen olarak gruplandırılabilir. 

Homojen tipteki sistemlerin ayrık elemanlarının hepsi birbirlerinin yerine geçebilir ve 

aynı görevleri yapabilecek kapasitededir. Heterojen yapılı sistemler ise, farklı 

serbestlik derecesine sahip, farklı sensör ve görev gerçekleme kabiliyetine sahip 

birimlerden oluşur. Bu sistemlerde hareket kabiliyeti olmayan birimler olabilir. Ancak, 

bu sistemler gerekli konfigürasyonları oluşturmak ya da hasarlı birimleri değiştirmek 

için spesifik birimlere ihtiyaç duyar. 
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Modüler robot sistemlerinin birleşip ayrılabilmeleri için pek çok birleşme 

mekanizması tasarlanmıştır. Bu mekanizmalar aktif ve pasif olarak ikiye ayrılabilir. 

Aktif birleşme mekanizmaları kendi kendine bağlantıyı kurabilen ve kopartabilen 

mekanizmalardır. Pasif mekanizmalar ise mıknatıslı birleşme mekanizmaları gibi 

modüllerin üzerinde kontrol kabiliyetinin olmadığı mekanizmalardır. Birleşme 

mekanizması tasarımında en önemli noktalardan biri sürekli olarak güç harcamayan 

ve torku güç harcamaksızın iletebilen mekanizmalardır. Yapılan çalışmaların büyük 

bir kısmı kendi kendine birleşebilecek sensörlere ya da mekanizmaya sahip değildir. 

Bu tip modüler sistemler kullanıcı yardımıyla birleştirilir ya da referans bir konumda 

hareket etmeye başlarlar. 

Bu çalışmada, otonom olarak çalışacak kendi kendine birleşebilen, birbirleriyle 

haberleşebilen, etraflarında bulanan engelleri algılayabilen yüksek hareket 

kapasitesine sahip zincir yapıda modüler robot sistemi tasarlanmış ve üretilmiştir. 

Tasarlanan sistemin, literatürde daha önce yapılan çalışmalardan daha yüksek hareket 

kabiliyeti olması amaçlanmıştır. Bu sayede, her bir modülün kendi kendine 

engellerden kaçabilecek ve yeterince hızlı bir şekilde yer değiştirecek kabiliyete sahip 

olması istenmiştir. Tasarlanan sistemdeki modüller birbirleri ile birleşerek yeniden 

yapılandırılabilir modüler robot sistemi ve modüllerin tek başlarına yüksek yer 

değiştirme kabiliyeti ile sürü robot sistemi yapılarının ikisinde de çalışabilecektir. Sürü 

robot sistemlerinde çalışabilmesi için modüller birbirleri ile kablosuz olarak 

haberleşecektir ve sinyal kuvvet bilgilerini değerlendirerek birbirlerinin göreceli 

konumlarını ölçebilecektir. Ayrıca, üzerilerinde bulunan kızılötesi LED ve alıcılar ile 

engelleri algılayabilirler ve birbirleri ile bu LED’leri kullanarak haberleşebilirler. 

Tasarlanan sistem beş serbestlik derecesine sahiptir. Sistemdeki her modül birbirinin 

eşleniğidir. Modüller tek başlarına iki hareket tipi ile yer değiştirir; (1) sürünerek ve 

(2) tekerlekler üzerinde diferansiyel sürüş yaparak. Sürünme hareketini 

gerçekleştirmek için iki adet serbestlik derecesi gerekir ve bu eklemler aynı zamanda 

birleşme arayüzlerini hareket ettirebilir. Modülün iki ucunda bulunan tekerlekler 

diferansiyel sürüşe olanak sağlar ve sürünme hareketi esnasında sabitleme noktası 

görevi görür. Modüller birleşme arayüzlerinin bulunduğu yüzeylere yan yatarsa orta 

eksenini kullanarak kendini tekrar yere paralel duruma getirebilmektedir. Orta eksen 

daha önceki çalışmalarda olmayan bir özelliği öne sürmüştür. Orta eksen dört 

tekerlekli sürüş tiplerinde direksiyon görevi görebilmektedir. Bu sayede, özellikle dört 

tekerli diferansiyel sürüşte sistemin kendi ekseni etrafında dönmesi için gerekecek 

yüksek tork için harcanacak yüksek enerji engellenebilmektedir. Orta eksenleri kontrol 

ederek dört tekerlekli direksiyon sistemine geçiş yapılabilir.  

Bir modül üzerinde toplamda altı adet birleşme arayüzü vardır. Bu arayüzler birbirleri 

ile uyumludur. Modüllerin yeterli tork çıktısına sahip olması için yüksek dişli sayısına 

sahip DC motorlar kullanılmış ve harici dişli çiftleri sisteme eklenmiştir. Birleşme 

mekanizmalarını tahrik eden motorlar ile birlikte toplam dokuz adet DC motor vardır. 

Motorların pozisyonları bazı motorlarda potansiyometreler ile bazılarında ise 

manyetik enkoderler ile kontrol edilmiştir. Her modül üzerinde master kontrolcü 

görevini gören bir adet Teensy 3.2 mikrokontrolcü kartı bulunmaktadır. Dört adet 

birleşme arayüzü tamamen otonom olarak birleşebilen yapıdadır. Bu birleşme 

arayüzlerinde slave kontrolcü görevini gören ATmega328 mikrokontrolcüsü bulunur. 

Modüller arası haberleşmeden ve davranışsal kararlardan master kontrolcü 

sorumludur. Slave kontrolcüler ise birleşme arayüzlerindeki sensörleri ve birleşme 

mekanizmasını kontrol eder. I2C haberleşme protokolü ile slave modüller kimlik 

bilgileri ile master kontrolcü ile haberleşirler. Master kontrolcüden gelen engel 

algılama isteği ya da birleşme sensörü veri isteğine göre veri paketleri gönderir. 
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Birleşme sensörleri kızılötesi alıcı ve vericilerden oluşur. Modüllerin her birleşme 

arayüzünde üç adet verici ve üç adet alıcı bulunur. Birleşme arayüzüne belirli açılarla 

yerleştirilmiş olan bu sensörler birbirlerine spesifik dijital verileri gönderirler. Her 

LED farklı bir data yollar. Bu datada hangi LED’in datayı gönderdiği, hangi modülün 

hangi birleşme yüzünün LED’i olduğu bilgisi vardır. Bu sayede birleşecek modüllerin 

belirlenmiş LED bilgileri haricinde bir veri alıp oluşacak hataları indirgemektir. Her 

LED, görüş alanı boyunca bir data bölgesi oluşturur ve üç LED’in radyal olarak 

birleşme arayüzüne yerleştirilmesi ile beş adet farklı data bölgesi oluşur. Birleşme 

esnasında bir modül sabit durup LED’lerden data göndererek hareketli olan modülü 

yönlendirir. Komut alış-verişi kablosuz X-Bee modülleri ile yapılır.  

Modülün tasarımı ve yapısal analizler yapıldıktan sonra gerekli komponentlerin 

birlikte çalıştığı testler yapılmıştır ve sistemin çalışılabilirliği kontrol edilmiştir. 

Seçilen motorlar basit bir test düzeneği ile belirli bir tork yüküne maruz bırakılmıştır 

ve çekilen akım ölçülmüştür. Basit olarak ölçülmüş motor parametreleri ile motor 

modellenmiştir. Bu modelden yola çıkarak pozisyon ve hız kontrolü için gerekli olacak 

PI ve PD kontrolcülerinin katsayıları bulunmuştur. Tek bir ULGEN modülünün 

hareket tiplerinin kinematik hesaplamaları yapılmıştır ve V-Rep simülasyon ortamında 

test edilmiştir. V-Rep simülasyon programı, modül üzerindeki sensörlerin, motorların 

ve eklemlerin simüle edilebileceği ve programlanabileceği fizik motoruna sahiptir. 

ULGEN modülleri master ve slave olarak bu yazılıma, CAD verilerinden kütle ve 

atalet moment değerleri alınarak eklenmiştir. Kızılötesi alıcı ve vericiler eklenmiş ve 

tek bir modülün hareket fonksiyonları programlanmıştır. Simülasyon ortamında çok 

modül konfigürasyonları ve çoklu modül birleşme simülasyonları yapılmıştır. Tüm 

komponentler olabildiğince gerçek komponentlerin spesifikasyonlarına sadık 

kalınarak modellenmiş ve otonom çalışacak şekilde programlanan modüllerin 

algoritması deneysel çalışmalarda da kullanılacak şekilde tasarlanmıştır. Simülasyon 

çalışmaları sonucunda pek çok farklı yapılandırma oluşturabilen bir sistem ortaya 

çıkmıştır. Tek bir modül kendi başına yeterli olarak yer değiştirebilmekte ve engelleri 

aşabilmektedir. Çoklu modül konfigürasyonları ise engellerin altından veya üstünden 

geçebilmeye, dar bir boru benzeri yapıdan sürünerek ilerlemeye, dik bir yüzeyi 

tırmanmaya ve düzgün bir yüzeyde hızlı bir şekilde tekerlekler üzerinde ilerlemeye 

olanak sağlar. İki modülün uç uca eklenmesi ile tırtıl (inchworm) hareketi yapılabilir. 

Ayrıca iki modülün yanyana birleşmesi ile daha stabil bir diferansiyel sürüş elde 

edilebilir. İkiden fazla modül uç uca birleşerek yılan benzeri bir yapı oluşturabilir ve 

sürünerek ilerleyebilir. Bu yapı özellikle dik yüzeylerde ilerlemek için idealdir. Beş 

modül birleşerek dört tekerlekli mobil robot formunu oluşturabilir. Bu yapı 

yüksekliğini azaltabilir veya yükseltebilir. Bu sayede alçak ya da yüksek engellerden 

kaçabilecek özelliktedir. Beş modülün oluşturduğu bu yapı, IMU sensöründen bozuk 

zemin üzerinde olduğu verisini alırsa bulunduğu konfigürasyonu koruyarak sadece uç 

eyleyicilerin açısal konumu değiştirilerek dört bacaklı yürüyebilen robot formuna 

geçebilir. Dokuz modül birleşerek dört bacaklı daha yüksek yer değiştirme kabiliyetine 

ve hareket esnekliğine sahip yapı oluşturabilmektedir.  
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Modüler robotik ve sürü robotiğinin beraber çalışabildiği bir sistem olarak tasarlanan 

ULGEN çoklu robot sistemi bir görevin bitirilme süresinin kısaltılması için sürü 

robotiğinin dağınık kontrolcü yapısına ihtiyaç duyabilmektedir. X-Bee modüllerinden 

alınan sinyal kuvveti verilerini kullanılarak lokalizasyon yapılabilmektedir. Sürü 

robotiğinin küçük yapılı birimlerinin dağılarak bilinmeyen bir ortamı tarama özelliği 

modüler robotik alanında kullanılabilinir. ULGEN sisteminde, üç adet modül sabit 

durarak X-Bee modüllerinden yayın yapabilir. Hareketli olan diğer modüller logaritma 

tabanlı Trilateration algoritmaları ile göreceli konumlarını yayın yapan modüllere göre 

belirleyebilir. Hareketli modüller etrafa dağılarak bir hedefi bulmaya çalışabilir. 

Trilateration algoritması ile nispeten kontrollü olarak yüksek enerji verimliliği ile 

hedef bulunabilir. Aksi halde, dağınık olan tüm modüllerin birleşerek bir yapı 

oluşturması ve ortamda bulunan engellere göre yapı değiştirerek ilerlemesi gerekir. 

Birden fazla farklı yerde ölçüm alınabilirken tek bir yapı ile ölçüm alınarak gidilecek 

hedefi bulmak daha uzun sürecektir ve daha çok enerji harcanaktır. X-Bee 

modüllerinden alınan sinyal kuvveti verileri test edilmiş ve buna göre bu modüller 

modellenmiştir. 

Çalışma sonucu üretilen ilk prototip ile tekli yer değiştirme hareketleri test edilmiştir. 

Sabitlenmiş bir birleşme arayüzü ile birleşme algoritması test edilmiştir.  
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 INTRODUCTION  

MSR are multi-robot systems which are capable of forming configurations by 

assembling one module to another, using their passive or active connection 

mechanisms. MSR may have many sensors, actuators and a communication network 

to complete self-reconfiguration, self-assembly, locomotion, perception and 

synchronized actuation tasks. There multi-robot structures provide benefits including: 

being resilient in hostile and unknown situations, removing malfunctioned individual 

robots, self-reconfiguration abilities and adapting to changing environments [7]. 

MSR systems can be grouped in three sections considering their capabilities of forming 

structures: chain/tree, lattice and mobile architecture [29]. Chain type MSR have the 

locomotion ability without changing their configuration. On the other hand, lattice type 

MSR always need to reconfigure the modules to move. Mobile architectures can 

maneuver and form lattice or chain type configurations. Presented MSR system on this 

work, ULGEN (Universal-Generative Robot), is a chain and mobile type hybrid 

structure. 

Self-assembly ability gives the MSR systems, high degree of autonomy and mobility. 

Lattice type systems require self-assembly mechanisms to relocate themselves. Chain 

and mobile types require it to remove malfunctioned modules and to re-configurate. 

Thus, MSR systems need active connection mechanisms such as: magnets, pins or 

latches [22].  

MSR systems can be used in swarm robot applications and self-assembly is a new 

topic in these studies [27]. In a swarm robot system, all agents should have similar 

structure so they can behave identically, their locomotion should be influenced by 

neighboring agents, and they should not collide into each other [15]. Presented 

modular robot herein sufficient sensors and wireless communication ability to achieve 

the tasks above. The focus of the swarm studies in this research will be implementing 

localization using trilateration and exploring the environment with individual modules 

in order to reduce energy consumption and time spent on finding the target.    
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In this study a five DoF autonomous modular robot with self-reconfiguration, self-

assembly is presented. Presented work is an homogenous system with identical agents. 

Focus of the study was to design, manufacture and test a highly mobile, autonomous 

self-assembly system with efficient sensors and actuators on each module. ULGEN 

has two locomotion types; crawling and differential driving. Wheels on both ends of 

the robot gives the ability to drive smoothly and help the module to anchor its end in 

crawling locomotion. The module has the ability to recover itself if it falls onto its side 

by actuating its central joint. Central joint also gives the ability to change locomotion 

type without having to perform any self-reconfiguration. Mechanical design was made 

with SIEMENS NX-8 software, structural analysis were made with ANSYS software 

and simulations were made with V-Rep software.  

In the second section, the designing process is explained and structural analysis of the 

parts are given. In the first part of the second section, design requirements are 

explained to give an insight to the reader about the expected modular robot structure. 

In the second part of the second section, the outcome structure of the design process is 

given. Thus, reader can get a general overview on the basic shape and joints of an 

ULGEN module.  In the third part of the second section, materials and manufacturing 

methods are explained to give an idea to the reader how the overall weight is decreased 

and how the strength of the given materials affect the structural analysis. In the forth 

part of this section, center of mass location and inertial properties of the system are 

given. Center of mass and inertial moment data is  added to the simulation software to 

have realistic animations. This data is used in torque requirement calculations. In the 

fifth part of this section, the DC motor which are adequite for ULGEN system is 

explained and modelled. Torque calculations are made by using both the experimental 

data and the data found on the internet about the motors. Lastly, docking mechanisms 

are explained and possible docking configurations are given.  

The third section includes electronic hardware of ULGEN modules. In the first part of 

the third section the electronic components are introduced. These components include 

on-board processors, motor drivers, digital compass, X-Bee wireless modules, position 

sensors and docking sensors. In the second part, power management of the ULGEN 

modules are explained. The required battery voltage and life are calculated 

corresponding to the chosen components’ power consumptions. Moreover, a voltage 

divider has implemented for monitoring the voltage levels of Li-Po battery cells. In 

addition, voltage regulators are chosen to meet every component’s operating voltage 
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levels. In the final part of this section, two PCB’s are designed and printed to 

implement all the components and regulators on ULGEN modules.  

The fourth section is about the software and communication structures of the modules. 

First part of this section includes the communication protocols between the micro-

processors and inter-modular communication network using Zigbee protocol. Second 

part describes the library functions such as; locomotion, communication, docking 

mode. The last part of this section gives detailed information about the docking 

algorithm, explaining how the modules approach into each other. 

The fifth section points out the 2-D trilateration method used in master and slave 

selection in a cluster of robots in order to make them dock onto the most available 

module. In addition, trilateration can be used to determine relative locations of the 

modules to the reference modules. This ability can be used in swarm applications. The 

parts in this section explains about the trilateration algorithm which is used in ULGEN 

system and experiments about this algorithm. 

The sixth section is about the single module and multi-module simulations in V-Rep 

simulation environment. First part includes, ULGEN module’s implementation in V-

Rep environment including its mass properties, sensors and actuators. In the Second 

part, single module locomotion gaits are modelled and animated. Third part illustrates 

the docking simulation of slave modules to a master module. The modules are unaware 

of other module’s positions and they are running autonomously in the docking 

simulations. In the fourth part of this section, multi-module locomotion types 

including; inchworm, butterfly, differential drive, two wheel steering, explicit steering, 

snake-like and quadruped are introduced.  

In the seventh section, experimental results are shared. These experiments are done 

with the prototypes of ULGEN modules. Experiments include, single module 

locomotion modes, self-recovery, docking of a module to another, two module 

locomotion modes and trilateration. 

The last section is about the conclusions of the presented work. In this section 

simulation and experimental results are discussed and possible ideas to improve the 

ULGEN system are shared. 
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 Purpose of Thesis  

The purpose of this study is to design, manufacture and test a chain type, homogenous, 

mobile, self-sufficient, multi-robot system named ULGEN (Universal-Generative 

Robot) with self-assembly, self-reconfigurability, localization and high mobility 

capabilities. ULGEN system can form many structures from wheeled drive robots to 

crawlers and quadruped walker robots. The whole system is designed, manufactured, 

programmed, locomotion types sensors and obstacle avoidence decisions are 

simulated in this work. The system is designed to dock autonomously with no power 

consumption docking mechanism. ULGEN system can use trilateration localization 

algorithms using X-Bee module’s signal strength value with an error rate of 0.5 meters. 

This can be used to grid out and map the modules while infrared sensors can be used 

to send, receive data and detect obstacles in that grid. These algorithms can be used in 

swarm robotic applications.  

 Literature Review 

Different robotic structures with specific kinematic capabilities can be the best 

structures to solve a different type of task such as manipulation and locomotion. The 

optimal locomotion type for rough terrain can be legged robot type locomotion and for 

a smooth terrain it can be wheeled robot type locomotion [19]. One of the best 

advantages of modular robot systems is having independent individual robots that can 

form structures as the situation demands. Forming new structures allow the robots to 

have a variety of kinematic configurations. There have been many studies about the 

general structure of an individual robot, locomotion types of an individual robot, 

docking methods and locking mechanisms. Some systems are designed to perform 

locomotion only in multi-robot state, while other systems have mobile individuals.   

Toshio Fukuda came up with the ideas of a modular robot system called CEBOT [4]. 

This system has different types of modules with specific abilities and tasks. PolyBot 

[30] chain type modular robotic system was developed by Mark Yim to have 

reconfigurable docking abilities and to demonstrate different locomotion types such as 

earthworm-like crawler, loop rolling track configuration and spider-like quadruped 

walkers.  
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Satoshi Murata built a lattice type modular robotic system which can locomate in two 

dimensions called Fracta [12]. This system demonstrated that lattice type systems are 

more applicable in terms of self-reconfiguration. However, lattice types can only 

locomate through each other’s docking interfaces which limits the locomotion ability 

and restricts the freedom of mobility of a single module because, they need reference 

positions to start to perform locomotion.  

Some of the designs are heterogeneous such as SMART system [2] and CoSMO [9], 

with different type of modules with different capabilities and the others are 

homogeneous systems with identical modules. Heterogeneous system modules may 

have optimized hardware to achieve specific tasks. However, these modules can be 

useless on their own and they may not be replaced by any random type of a module in 

such case of a malfunctioning module in a configuration. SMART heterogeneous 

system is shown in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 : Some of the heterogenous modules of the SMART system. 

MSR with one DoF such as: PolyBot [9] can form chain and ATRON [6] can form 

lattice type structures. These systems have high mobility only when they are in a 

configuration. Moreover, these systems require reference positions to achieve self-

reconfiguration. However, M-Blocks [17], also a one DoF system, can move 

individually by using their momentum-driven locomotion mechanism and have self-

assembly abilities. Nonetheless, M-Blocks are lattice type systems. These systems 

offer simpler reconfiguration [29]. Two DoF systems M-TRAN [11] has both lattice 

and chain type architecture. Each module can perform locomotion on their own but 

their maneuverable is limited and they require a camera module to be self-assembled. 

SuperBot [19] MSR brought up third DoF to the conventional M-TRAN frame design. 

Central joint gave the ability to move linearly and to change its direction by rotating 

its central joint. Figure 1.2 indicates M-TRAN and SuperBot modules. 
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Figure 1.2 : Hybrid types of modular robots (a) the M-TRAN,  (b) the Superbot. 

iMobot [18], has two rotating face plates at the ends of a module. This novel design 

combined both differential drive ability and M-TRAN like crawling locomotion 

ability. However, iMobot modules do not have self-assembly mechanisms and wheel 

face plates have square geometry with rounded edges. This gives the module a sloppy 

differential drive. SMORES [3] and Sambot [27] share a similar topology with two 

wheels at the sides of the modules and one rotating end effector on the front. These 

modules can be used in swarm robot applications. However, an individual module can 

only move in differential drive mode. Thus, in rough terrains they need to form a 

structure in order to move. Moreover, if any of the modules fall on its side which has 

no end effector, modules will not be able to recover themselves. In Figure 1.3, iMobot 

is shown performing crawling locomotion and differential drive. 

 

Figure 1.3 : I-Mobot modules performing locomotion in crawling mode and 

driving mode. 
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 MECHANICAL DESIGN AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF ULGEN 

 Design Requirements Of A Module 

The main goal of the design process followed here is to develop a self-

reconfigurable, self-assembly, swarming-capable, autonomous, mobile and durable 

modules with different locomotion types to achieve high mobility in each individual 

module.  

ULGEN modular robots should be able to perform locomotion individually and 

should contain actuators, battery, sensors and communication abilities. Modules 

should have high DoF to have high mobility in single module locomotion and multi-

module locomotion modes. Thus, each module will be able to avoid obstacles, use all 

of the docking interfaces efficiently and change the locomotion type without 

reconfigurating the whole structure.    

Each module should have enough torque output to lift and manipulate at least one 

connected module. Configurations such as 4 legged walkers, require high torque 

outputs to lift the legs and move forward. In addition, modules should be able to dock 

onto other modules with the same docking interface. This connection mechanism 

should be able to connect and disconnect repeatedly and be able to hold at least one 

neighboring module against gravity. The design needed to be genderless or universal 

on every docking interface. Therefore, homogeneity of the system can be achieved. 

For self-assembly, modules should have an active docking mechanism to dock and 

undock whenever it is needed. Docking interfaces should have sensors to align the 

modules and ensure that the modules are parallel to each other to prevent faulty 

docking connections. Moreover, modules should be able to detect if the docking 

process is a success. 

For localization or mapping applications and synchronized motions in 

configurations, modules should be able to communicate to each other. Communication 

type should be wireless and modules should be able to extract RSSI (Received Signal 

Strength Indication) data from the communication module. Therefore, localization of 

the modules can be done through trilateration algorithms. Furthermore, decision-

making and distribution of actions from a master module and obstacle detections and 
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sensor measurements from slave modules should be sent through this communication 

network. 

Additionally, modules should have sensors to detect obstacles. Actuators on the 

module should be controlled in both speed and position control modes. An IMU sensor 

is necessary used to detect slopes and rough terrains. 

 The Structure 

Figure 2.1. shows five degrees of freedom of an individual module; two wheels at both 

ends of half modules, a central joint which connects two half modules rigidly and two 

half module joints for articulating the module. Each half module consists a U-shaped 

aluminum frame and two rotating hexagonal bodies on the sides of the half module. 

Figure 2.1 shows the joints of an ULGEN module. 

 

 Five joints of the module.  

2.2.1 U-Shaped Frame 

U-Shaped frame designed to make the ULGEN modules sturdier and stronger. U-

Shaped frame parts consist side plates and central joint parts. These parts are 

manufactured from aluminium blocks so that, the base structure of a module which 

carries most of the axial and inertial loads can be durable and lightweight. There are 

three DC motors mounted on this frame. These motors actuate the central joint and 

hexagonal bodies. Each side plate has a bearing which houses the hollow shaft that 

joins hexagonal bodies to the side plates. Shafts have cut-through holes in the center 

of them to let cables pass through them. Side plate are fastened to the central joint parts 
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with two screws. This structure lacks rigidity without additional supporting parts to 

make sure the U-Shape is held together firmly. Hence, there are four parts added to the 

U-Shape frame structure. These parts are manufactured in a 3-D printer and they also 

mount the DC motors which actuates hexagonal parts and central joint.  The structure 

of the U-Shaped frame is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 U-Shaped frame structure; dark colored parts are manufactured from 

aluminum. 

Connection between U-shaped frames and hexagonal bodies are achieved by hollow 

shafts which also house the half module joints. The central joint establishes a rigid 

connection between half modules and can rotate continuously. Central joint bearings 

are placed into the female part. The male shaft has screw holes on it and the shaft 

mounts to the inner radius of the bearing. Central joint gears are fastened onto the shaft 

as seen in Figure 2.3.  The hollow shaft of the central joint enables the signal and power 

cables to pass through one half module to another.  

 

 Exploded view of the central joint. 
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2.2.2 Hexagonal Body 

Hexagonal geometry was chosen due to its higher durability and its higher area ratio 

compared to other shapes. The docking mechanism, docking sensors and docking 

interfaces are located in the hexagonal bodies. Figure 2.4 shows U-shaped frames and 

hexagonal bodies on it. Hexagonal bodies can rotate up to ±90 degrees. Hexagonal 

bodies include docking mechanism in them. 3-D printed hexagonal cover part carries 

the docking sensors and docking mechanism latches on it. 

 

 Exploded view of the hexagonal body joint assembly 

Wheels are attached to both hexagonal parts with additional parts which keep the 

hexagonal parts rigidly connected and transfer the torque. ULGEN can lift itself on its 

wheels when the hexagonal parts are rotated 25 degrees or more. Thus, the module can 

switch from crawling locomotion to differential drive mode. Wheels help ULGEN 

modules to change their movement direction while they are on the crawling mode. 

This ability makes crawling in narrow environments like tubes and pipes possible.  

 Materials and Manufacturing  

Overall dimensions of a module are 78x117x212 millimeters with an overall weight 

of 768 grams including batteries and electronical components. All of the joints are 

designed to be located in ball bearings. Bearings are housed in aluminum parts to 

prevent fault due to the axial loads and radial moments. The rest of the parts are 

manufactured with a 3D printer using PLA material in order to minimize the overall 

weight of the module and to have a sturdy structure. 
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 Center of Mass and Inertial Properties of ULGEN 

Once the design process is done according to the design requirements, the last step is 

to check the overall weight and first moment of area. Figure 2.5 shows the overall 

weight, the position of CoM and the first moment of area which indicates the 

symmetricality of the system with the units in kg and mm. The global coordinate frame 

is placed in the middle of the central joint. It can be seen that the CoM is located at the 

center of the module and the design is mostly symmetrical.  

 

 The mass analysis of an ULGEN module. 

 Actuators 

Every joint is actuated by a DC motor with a gearbox. There are nine 1:1000 gear 

reduced Micro Motors used in a single module: five of them drive the joints and four 

of them drive the active docking mechanisms. The characteristic properties of the 

motors are measured and the motor is modelled according to the torque and current 

measurements. Maximum torque output of a single DC motor is measured with a 

weight lifting test with overall output of 0.8 Nm. In addition, external gearboxes are 

designed to meet the torque output requirements of the module. The external gearbox 

on  half module joints has a ratio of 12:61 which outputs around 4 Nm torque in total. 

Figure 2.6 indicates the structural analysis of half module joint gear train. The 

elongation at break is 12% for PLA material. Strain analysis image indicates that gears 

does not break under the influence of maximum 4 Nm torque.  
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 Stress and strain analysis of the half module joint gear train. 

A module can reliably output enough torque to lift and rotate a single neighboring 

module. Central joint has an external gearbox with 12:33 gear ratio and 2.2 Nm output. 

The central joint gear is manufactured in a 3D printer using a different type of material 

called VeroWhite FullCure 830. Figure 2.7 shows that the central joint gear train does 

not fracture under the maximum torque load applied on it. 

 

 Stress and strain analysis of the central module joint gear train. 

Central joint and wheels have DC motors with incremental hall-effect encoders on 

them. These motors can be driven in both speed control and position control modes. 

Speed control mode is achieved with a PI controller. This mode allows the module to 

rotate at desired ICR (Instantaneous Center of Rotation) values.  Half module joints 

have potentiometers attached at the end of the joint shafts. Thus, a precise position 

control can be achieved with a PD controller. Figure 2.8 shows the DC motors that are 

used in the ULGEN modules. 
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 DC motors that are used in the system. 

2.5.1 Torque Requirement Calculations 

The maximum required torque to lift a neighboring module is calculated as 2.2 Nm 

when both of the modules are parallel to the ground. Rotating a docked module on a 

hexagonal docking face requires around 0.75Nm torque. In order to reduce the required 

torque one module can lift its neighbour module if the neighbour module rotates one 

half module to another. This can be used when the modules are under high loads and 

if they are required to lift more than one module. The module which is being held by 

the one on the flat ground can be lifted around both axes of A and B. The torque 

required to lift the neighbouring module as seen in Figure 2.9 is 1.6 Nm on the A axis 

and 0.75 Nm on the B axis.   

  

 A resting module connected to a rigid wall on a flat ground while lifting 

another module.  

Thus, torque outputs are sufficient to manipulate a docked neighboring module with a 

safety factor of 1.5.   

Wall 
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2.5.2 Motor Model 

The DC motors that are used in the modules do not have any motor parameters defined 

on the datasheet. Therefore, a common linear DC motor model is used to derive a 

controller for the motors. The required motor parameters to form a linear DC motor 

model are resistance (R), inductance (L), viscous friction (b), electromotive force 

constant (Kb), motor torque constant (Kt) and moment of inertia (J). Figure 2.10 

indicates the free-body diagram of a linear DC motor model. 

 

 Free-body diagram of a linear DC motor model [13]. 

The motor torque and electromotive force can be calculated as given in equations (2.1, 

2.2). 

 𝑇(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑡𝑖(𝑡) (2.1) 

 𝑒(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑏�̇�(𝑡) (2.2) 

Generally the torque generated by the DC motor is proportional to the armature current 

and the stregth of the magnetic field. The motor constants are equal to each other if the 

conservation of energy is considered. Therefore,  Kb= Kt=K can be used to represent 

both of the constants. The governing equations for the free-body diagram can be found 

using Newton’s 2nd law and Kirchhoffs’law (2.3, 2.4). 

 𝐽�̈� + 𝑏�̇� = 𝐾𝑖 (2.3) 

 
𝐿

𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑅𝑖 = 𝑉 − 𝐾�̇� 

(2.4) 

Laplace transform is applied to the equations and variables are expressed in s domain 

(2.5).  
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 𝐾

(𝐽𝑠 + 𝑏)(𝐿𝑠 + 𝑅) + 𝐾2
 

(2.5) 

The two of the parameters of the DC motor can be easily measured by a multimeter. 

The resistance of the motor is measured as 6.1 Ω and the inductance is measured as 

328 μH. In order to detect the torque constant of the motor, an object with a known 

mass is placed on a shaft on a specific diameter. The current that is drawn by the DC 

motor is measured and logged using a current sensor module. Figure 2.11 shows the 

current sensor and the set up of the test. The weigth of the masses are measured and 

placed on the wheel that it attached to the shaft of the DC motor. 

 

 The test set up and the ACS712 current sensor module. 

Figure 2.12 indicates the current that is drawn under 0.568 Nm load when the motors 

supplied with 6 Volts. It can be observed that the DC motor draws approximately 1.1 

Ampers after its output shaft is excited. Using the relation between the current, torque 

and the torque constant, the torque constant for the tested motor is calculated as 0.55. 

 

 The drawn current of a DC motor exiting a shaft with a load of 0.568 

Nm. 
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The inertia of the motor is calculated by preparing a simple test and using the equation 

(2.6). In this test, DC motor is excited without any load and the change of its rotational 

speed is measured by counting the pulses of the incremental encoder in pre-defined 

intervals. Hence, the speed of the motor shaft and the elapsed time is logged to a file. 

The acceleration of the shaft can be calculated using these data. The torque output can 

be calculated using the torque constant and the current that is drawn. The average 

acceleration during the test is measured as 22.1073 rad/s2. Figure 2.13 illustrates the 

change of velocity and acceleration measured during the test.  

 

 The speed and acceleration graph of the excited DC motor. 

 
𝐽 =

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
=

0.55 ∗ 1.05

22.1073
= 0.0261 

𝑁𝑚

𝑠2
 

(2.6) 

The final paramater, viscous friction, is measured by running the motor with out any 

load and measuring the steady state current and steady state angular speed. Viscous 

friction can be found using the equation (2.7). The motor draws approximately 0.2 

Ampers in steady state and reaches up to 28 RPM. The viscous parameter can be found 

as 0.0375 Nms. 

 𝑏𝑤 = 𝐾𝑡𝑖 (2.7) 

Using the Matlab Linear Time Invariant (LTI) tool, the step response of the DC motor 

with the given parameters can be plotted. Figure 2.14 indicates the step response of 

the linear model of the DC motor.  
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 The step response of the motor model. 

Once the linearized model is prepared, a PID controller should be designed to control 

the DC motors position. The two major design criterias for the PID controller can be 

indicates as low overshoot percentage and low steady-state error even when a step 

disturbance occurs. The settling time also should not be too large. The rise time of the 

system is not a major criteria because in the position control mode the precision of the 

system with low overshoot percentage is favoured. Figure 2.15. indicates the system 

response only with proportional control with various Kp values and the response to a 

step disturbance. 

 

 System response with various Kp values. 

The overshoot is approximately 14% and the error casused by the disturbance is fairly 

lower if the Kp is selected to be 10. It should be noted that adding integral term 

eleminates the steady-state error and a derivative term reduces the overshoot. 
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Therefore, the adjustments are made to improve the controller. Figure 2.16 shows the 

response to a step reference and step disturbance of the system with various Ki values. 

 

 The responses of the system to step input and step disturbance. 

It can be seen that as the Ki value gets larger, the overshoot and settling time increases. 

The integral term is set to Ki=10. This value decays the error faster and does not 

increase the overshoot as Ki=15. In Figure 2.17 the responses for various derivative 

values can be seen. 

 

 The response of the system with PID controller to  step input and step 

disturbance.  

The PID parameters are tuned in the experimental setup. After the fine tuning the value 

for the proportional term Kp is selected as 7, for the integral term Ki is selected as 10 

and for the derivative term Kd is selected as 1.05. The tuning of the PID controller is 

compeletely emprical. 

 Docking Mechanism 

Each module has six docking interfaces; four of them are located at the sides of the 

half modules on hexagonal bodies and two of them are located at both ends of the 
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module on the wheels. Docking interfaces include male connectors which stick out of 

the hexagonal faces. Female connectors are slotted holes on the hexagonal faces. 

Symmetry and gender is important to have different docking orientations on the same 

docking interface [22]. Current design allows wheel to wheel, wheel to hexagonal body 

and hexagonal body to hexagonal body connections. Current design and prototype of 

ULGEN allows self-assembly only on the hexagonal docking interfaces. Hence, 

modules will be manually aligned and docked on the wheel docking interfaces until 

the next version of the prototype is ready. Figure 2.18 illustrates the components and 

the docking interfaces of a module. 

 

 U-Shaped frame and hexagonal body with actuators and docking 

interfaces. 

2.6.1 Hexagonal Body to Hexagonal Body Connection 

Active connection mechanism includes, L-shaped rotational male pins, a gear train, a 

DC motor which drives the main shaft, a potentiometer to control the position of the 

male pin and mechanical switches to make sure that docking process is completed. 

Figure 2.19 shows two ULGEN modules approaching each other using the differential 

drive ability to dock on their hexagonal docking interfaces. 
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 Docking on the hexagonal body interfaces. 

Docking process has the following steps: (1) when male pins get inside of the female 

slots, the male pins trigger the microcontroller of the docking face by touching the 

mechanical switch; (2) DC motor actuates the main shaft which has an external 

gearbox on it; (3) main shaft transmits the torque to the gear attached to the 

potentiometer and to the bevel gears at the both ends of the main shaft; (4) bevel gears 

transmit the torque to the male pins and once it rotates 90°, DC motor stops and the 

locking process ends. The gap between the male connector and the surface on the 

female connector should be minimized to establish a rigid connection between 

modules. The surface on the female connector, which the male pin pulls to itself, is 

slightly sloped to ensure when the male pin rotates, the gap will be decreasing between 

the docking interfaces. In Figure 2.20, docking mechanism and gap reducing docking 

surface can be seen.  

 

 The docking mechanism on the prototype and the position of the male 

pin after docking is done. 
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Finally, this type of docking mechanism does not require continuous power supply and 

can transmit torque through its connectors to other modules. The DC motor of the 

connection mechanism has a pinion gear with 16 teeth and the main shaft has a gear 

with 22 gears. The torque on the shaft can be calculated as 1.1 Nm and the torque is 

transferred to the identical bewel gears. In Figure 2.21, the stress and strain levels of 

the bewel gears are shown under moment load in an ANSYS simulation. 

 

 Stress and strain analysis of the bewel gears. 

The latches of the connection mechanism applies pressure to the inner face of the 

hexagonal parts when they are forced to disconnect. In Figure 2.22, the results of the 

structural analysis of the hexagonal parts under force load is shown. The force is 

applied on the gap reducing surface and it can be observed that the strain data is lower 

than the elongation of break ratio of PLA material. 

 

 Stress and strain analysis of hexagonal parts in hexagonal to hexagonal 

connection. 

2.6.2 Wheel To Wheel Connection 

Wheel docking interface has a type of connection which requires connectors to be in 

exact angles like twist and lock mechanisms. Thus, when the male connectors enter 
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the female connectors, wheels twist themselves in order to relocate the male connector 

to the narrow hole on the wheel. This mechanism requires constant power supply on 

the wheel motor to keep the connectors at a constant angle and the current version of 

the prototype does not have docking sensors to perform self-assembly tasks on the 

wheel connection mechanism. This type of docking allows the modules form snake-

like and inchworm like structures where they can connect each other linearly. Figure 

2.23 illustrates two modules before being connected to each other on the wheel 

docking interfaces. The connectors should be joined by the operator because of the 

lack of autonomity in this docking configuration. 

 

 Wheel to wheel connection of two ULGEN modules. 

The male connectors enter the female connectors and the wheels twist themselves. One 

side of the female connector has a larger diameter than the rest of it. Male connectors 

larger diameter tip can enter in that groove. The shaft of the male connector has a 

smaller diameter than the tip of the connector. Once the tip of the shaft is in the groove 

the smaller diameter allows the male connector rotate in the radial groove. Figure 2.24 

illustrates two wheel docking interfaces docking to each other before and after the 

locking is completed. 

 

 The position of the docking pins before and the after the locking is 

completed. 
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In the ANSYS structural analysis the wheel considered static and it is assumed that the 

shaft of the docking pin is in contact with the groove of the static wheel. Figure 2.25 

shows the equivalient stress and the elastic strain analysis values of the static wheel. 

 

 Stress and strain graph of the wheel during docked state. 

In Figure 2.26, the docking pins of the wheel docking interface is under the load of the 

weight of one ULGEN module. It can be observed that the docking pins do not exceed 

the elongation of break value of PLA material. 

 

 The stress and strain results of the docking pin. 

2.6.3 Hexagonal Body to Wheel Connection 

Hexagonal body to wheel connection allows modules to have joints in different 

orientations. Hexagonal bodies have the same docking interface as the wheel docking 

interface. Wheel to wheel and hexagonal body to hexagonal body connections do not 

bring various joint orientations unless the central joint is rotated. Hexagonal body to 

wheel connection can be used in quadruped walker robot structures. This connection 
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type consumes power continuously. In this connection type the docking pins are 

applying pressure to the grooves and the inner face of the hexagonal body parts. In 

Figure 2.27, the sections where docking pins are in touch in the inner face of the 

hexagonal body part and the docking grooves where the docking pins are in contact 

are under force load of a module connected to the interface. The analysis indicates the 

stress graph and the deformation on the hexagonal body parts. 

 

 The structural analysis results on the hexagonal body part when the 

hexagonal body to wheel connection is established. 

 Final Design of the Module 

Once the actuators are selected and docking mechanisms are designed final design 

implementations are made. The sensor interfaces are added and hollow shafts are 

adjusted according to the cable diameters. Figure 2.28 indicates the final design of the 

module. The PCBs are placed on top of the motor bracket parts which connect side 

plates together and transfer torque through the hexagonal bodies. 

 

 ULGEN module’s final design with all the components on it. 
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The dimensions of the module is defined after the last changes on the design are made. 

The workspace of a module is calculated by deriving the end effector positions using 

forward kinematics calculations using MATLAB. The workspace of the half body joint 

actuation is shown in Figure 2.29. The end effector is defined as the center of the 

wheels. The workspace of the half module joints form basicly, two half circles with a 

diameter of 49.45 millimeters. 

 

 A module’s wheel positions when the half body joints are rotated. 

In order to show the flexibility of the five DoF module, another workspace simulation 

is prepared. This workspace graph includes a module which is connected to a rigid 

wall from one wheel docking interface. Figure 2.30 shows the positions of the end 

effector, center of the wheel, in X-Z and Y-Z axes.  

 

 The workspace of a docked module on X-Y and Y-Z axes. 
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 ELECTRONIC HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE OF ULGEN 

 Components 

Three DRV8833 Dual Motor Drivers are used to drive the motors. There are 

potentiometers mounted on the shafts of hexagonal body parts to measure the angular 

positions. Homing the central joint to the initial position is done by an IR LED and a 

phototransistor pair. When the modules start to function, central joint rotates clockwise 

until it homes to the reference position. X-Bee RF modules are used for wireless 

communication. The schematic of the hardware is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 : Master and slave controller architecture. 

ULGEN has one master controller and four slave controllers. 32 bit ARM Cortex-M4 

CPU based Teensy 3.2 development boards are used for master controllers. Tasks such 

as; decision making, controlling wireless communication with the operator and other 

modules, collecting sensor data and evaluating the results, communicating with the 

slave controllers and driving the motors with PWM is done by the master controller. 

Slave controllers are located in hexagonal bodies and they are in charge of controlling 

the docking mechanism and sensors. In addition, they send proximity sensor data to 

master controller. IR LEDs and phototransistors on docking faces are used as 

proximity sensors. Slave controller includes an ATmega328 microcontroller along 

with L293D H-Bridge and CD4052 Multiplexer/Demultiplexer chips. The central joint 

does not have an absolute position sensor on it. It is driven by an incremental encoder. 

Thus, an IR LED and an IR phototransistor is placed in the central joint parts. The 

home position of the joint will be determined the sensor couple. Figure 3.2 shows the 

grooves which IR LED and IR phototransistor are positioned. 
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Figure 3.2 : Central joint homing IR sensors. 

The first prototype has a GY-85 IMU module to be used in self-assembly tests to 

ensure that modules are parallel to each other. 

Docking faces on hexagonal bodies, has three IR LED’s, three IR receiver modules, 

two IR phototransistors, a potentiometer and two mechanical switches. IR LED’s and 

receivers are used during autonomous docking process. Module can check if there is 

an obstacle on its way by collecting reflected IR light from the phototransistors and 

can align itself during docking process by using these phototransistors. The obstacles 

can be avoided by moving sideways in differential mode and moving forwards in 

crawler mode. Figure 3.3 shows the possible reactions of an ULGEN module when it 

detects obstacles around itself. 

 

Figure 3.3 : IR sensors on the hexagonal docking interfaces can be used as 

proximity sensors. 

IR LED’s have ±17.5° emitting field of view and receiver modules have ±90° receiving 

field of view. LED’s are used in two tasks during docking; (1) sending specific docking 

Photoransistor 

IR 

LED 
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sequence data at 38 KHz frequency. Every LED on each docking face sends a specific 

data including docking face’s information and receiver’s information; (2) emitting IR 

light to be received by phototransistors during aligning phase of docking sequence. IR 

LED’s and IR receiver modules are located on the docking faces with specific 

orientations. The LED and the receiver in the middle is placed vertical to the docking 

face, the ones on the right and on the left placed 35° radially, respected to the ones in 

center. This orientation creates 3 different emitting areas for LEDs and 5 different 

receiving areas for receiver modules. Orientation of IR receivers and IR LEDs and 

field of view illustration can be seen in Figure 3.4. When ULGEN receives IR data, it 

can process this information and decide on which side it is, relative to the sender [8]. 

 

Figure 3.4 : Orientation of IR LEDs and IR receivers and the data areas. 

 Power Management 

All of the components work in specific power supplies and the power should be 

distributed in both half modules. The most suitable battery should be selected 

according to the capacity and dimension requirements. The battery should be protected 

and should not work below or above its limits. 

3.2.1 Power Requirements And Battery Selection 

Each module has 750mAH 7.4 Volts Li-Po batteries which can supply enough power 

to run a module for 6.6 minutes while all the sensors and controllers running and 

motors are in stall. Modules have enough power to run for 15 minutes while constant 

locomotion. The Li-Po battery pack includes two 1500 mAH single cell Li-Po batteries 

IR Receiver Module 
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wired in series. Figure 3.5 shows the battery that is used in the ULGEN modules. The 

dimensions of each cell is 50x34x8.6 millimeters and each cell weighes approximately 

40 grams. 

 

Figure 3.5 : One cell 1500mAh Li-Po battery that is used in the module. 

3.2.2 Battery Voltage Monitoring 

Li-Po batteries should be used carefully and kept charged at a certain range of voltage. 

It is known as each cell of the Li-Po pack should not drop below 3.2V and should not 

charged above 4.2V. Each battery cell needs to be monitored so that a module can shut 

itself down or stop running its tasks. Hence, a simple voltage divider is needed to 

monitor each cell. Two voltage dividers are needed to monitor two Li-Po cells. Each 

voltage divider is connected to an output pin which on-board microcontroller can 

measure the analog data. Microcontroller converts the analog signals to digital values 

using its ADC. Teensy 3.2 can tolerate 5V input signals on its input pins. However, 

the cell voltages are divided with a safety factor to prevent the Teensy 3.2 micro 

processor to avoid higher voltages than 5V in case of malfunction in batteries. Figure 

3.6 indicates the voltage divider circuit. Li-Po batteries are connected to the connector 

“LIPO_IN” where the first pin is the cathode of the second cell and second pin is the 

first cell’s cathode and second cell’s anode and third pin is the first cell’s anode. 

Teensy 3.2 reads the analog values from the terminal “LIPO_MONITOR” where the 

first pin measures the whole Li-Po battery’s divided voltage and the second pin 

measures the first cell’s divided voltage. Voltage divider circuit divides the first cell 

into two with two 11kΩ resistors in series. One 33kΩ and one 11kΩ resistors are added 

to divide the voltage which is 7.4V of two Li-Po cells in series.  
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Figure 3.6 : Battery cell voltage monitoring circuit schematic. 

Voltage on each analog pin can be calculated using equations (3.1, 3.2). Voltage level 

on each Li-Po cell is calculated using equations (3.3, 3.4). 

 

 𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠_𝑃𝑖𝑛2 =  
11𝑘𝛺

11𝑘𝛺 + 11𝑘𝛺
𝑥 𝑉𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙1 

(3.1) 

 

𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠_𝑃𝑖𝑛1 =  
11𝑘𝛺

11𝑘𝛺 + 33𝑘𝛺
𝑥 𝑉𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 1,2 

(3.2) 

 
𝑉𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙1 =  𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠_𝑃𝑖𝑛2𝑥2 (3.3) 

 
𝑉𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙2 =  𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠_𝑃𝑖𝑛1𝑥4 − 𝑉𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙1 (3.4) 

Measurements will be made using Teensy 3.2’s 12-bit ADC. Second measurement pin, 

measures the half of the voltage of the first cell. The resolution of the second pin is 

calculated using equation (3.5). The resolution of the first measurement pin is the half 

of the second pin. 

 
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠_𝑃𝑖𝑛2 =

5

212
𝑥2 = 2.44 𝑚𝑉 

(3.5) 

3.2.3 Power Distribution and Voltage Regulators 

Each component on ULGEN modules have different logic levels and power 

requirements. The power input of the system is around 6.4 - 8.4V which is supplied 

from the Li-Po battery. Teensy 3.2 microcontroller takes input voltages from 3.6V to 

6V. Therefore, a 5V regulator should be used to supply the controller. LM7805 dpak2 
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type smd regulator is added to the system. Motor drivers are supplied directly from the 

Li-Po battery and the logic levels are the same as Teensy 3.2 logic level. Teensy 3.2 

can supply 3.3V with its onboard voltage regulator. Potentiometers, incremental 

encoders, IMU, XBee module are supplied with 3.3V. However, Teensy 3.2 can only 

supply 100mA of 3.3V. Hence, a 3.3V voltage regulator is added to the system which 

can supply up to 1A. Selected 3.3V regulator is LM317.  

Both half bodies have motors and sensors on them. Therefore, Li-Po supply, 5V and 

3.3V voltage supply should be on both half bodies. Teensy board supplies 3.3V to the 

half body which it is placed. The other half body uses the 3.3V regulated from LM317. 

5V is distributed to both half bodies from the regulator PCB which has LM7805. 

 Breakout PCB Design And Manufacturing 

There are many components included in ULGEN modules. Placing the components 

and wiring these components require large amount of wires. Hence, two PCBs are 

designed to keep some components placed on it and keep the wiring at the minimum. 

All the components except for the motors, potentiometers and central joint homing 

sensors are placed on PCBs. First PCB, MicroController PCB, contains Teensy 3.2, 

two DRV8833 and IMU components on it. Resistors and capacitors added as Low-

Pass Filters to remove the noise on ADC channels. Figure 3.7 indicates the schematic 

of the MicroController PCB which is designed in Proteus 8.0 software. 

 

Figure 3.7 : MicroController PCB schematic. 
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In Figure 3.5 components of MicroController PCB is placed. M1 and M2 terminals are 

the central joint and wheel DC motor connection terminals. M3 is the half module joint 

DC motor terminal. There is a rectangular cut-through hole on the PCB which allows 

the cables to be wired through the other half module. These cables are soldered to the 

pads under Teensy 3.2 pins including PWM pins and i2C pins. 

 

Figure 3.8 : PCB design and the assembled MicroController Board with components 

on it. 

Second PCB, regulator PCB, contains the voltage regulators, XBee module, I2C 

protocol, one DRV8833, voltage dividers and Li-Po battery connection terminals. 

There are pull-up resistors added to the I2C terminal to eliminate the malfunction risks 

which can be occured by other devices. Both lines of I2C should be high when no other 

device is asserting it low. Hence, two 10kΩ resistors pull up the voltage on the lines 

to high. Figure 3.9 illustarate the schematic of regulator PCB. 

 

Figure 3.9 : Regulator Board schematic. 

GY-85 
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Figure 3.10 shows how the components are placed on regulator PCB. There is an 

On/Off switch to intervene the modules if there is a malfunction in the hardware or a 

bug in the software. Voltage regulators are stacked up on top of each other to save 

some space on the PCB. There is a 10μF capacitor connected directly to the 5V power 

supply to reduce the jittering from the Li-Po battery. M1 terminal connects the wheel 

motor of the half module to the DRV8833 and PWM pins. POTMOTOR terminal 

connects half module joint to the DRV8833.  

 

Figure 3.10 : PCB design and the assembled Regulator Board with components on 

it. 

 Communication Structure 

In this section, communication structure inside of an ULGEN module and inter-

modular communication is presented. 

3.4.1 MicroProcessor Communication Network 

Teensy 3.2 microcontroller has various types of communication protocols including: 

UART, I2C, CAN and SPI protocols. In order to minimize the amount of cables I2C is 

selected for communication between master Teensy 3.2 and slave hexagonal body 

cards. Figure 3.11 illustrates the communication network of the electronic components 

of a module. Teensy 3.2 has two i2C channels and master microcontroller 
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communicates with the IMU in one channel and communicates with slace 

microcontrollers on the other channel.  

 

Figure 3.11 : The communication protocols and devices in a module. 

3.4.2 Wireless Communication Network 

Modules communicate with each other to achieve autonomy during docking and 

locomotion tasks. XBee modules use the ZigBee protocol which operates at 2.4GHz. 

These modules can transfer up to 900 kBits per second.  

 XBee modules on each ULGEN module has a different ID. Modules send their ID 

when they are powered on and if there is a master module already selected in the 

environment that master module can request other modules ID data. . Each module has 

given a pre-defined ID which is the identical address number of XBee modules. XBee 

modules are set to the API mode which allows automatically sending data 

acknowledge packs which helps the modules determine if the communication attempt 

is a success or not. This function ables to keep the communication going between 

modules by re-sending the same communication package if it fails. Hence, the modules 

will not be idle and wait for data if the communication is faulty or not synchronized. 

Modules need to send and recieve data and move in sequence during a docking 

mission. Modules should be able to recover communication faults by keep requesting 

or sending the data which did not arrive. 

Wireless communication is used during docking tasks and synchronized motion tasks. 

Each communication packet arrives with sender’s ID, receivers ID, the data itself and 

the checksum. Receiver calculates the checksum and sends it back to the sender. Once 

the handshake is done communication is completed. If it the transmission is successful 

which means that the packed which is recieved is sent to the ID which the receiver has 
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and the data received without any corruption, then the receiver module reacts to this 

data considering its sender’s ID and task. 

Modules send one byte data during docking tasks, selecting a master module task. Four 

byte string data is sent by the master module when the modules are in a configuration 

to actuate a specific motor of the slave modules. Each module is coded to react to the 

first byte of the received data. The communication data may consist only a byte 

depending on the type of the task. 

In order to move a joint of a slave module during a configuration, master module sends 

a string data which consists five characters in it. First one of the characters is M which 

stands for motor and indicates that slave module is being requested to move one of its 

joints. The second byte is a numeral which indicates which motor is required to be 

actuated. Finally the last three numerals indicate which angle the motor should rotate. 

Figure 3.12 shows the general structure of X-Bee data structure to actuate the motors. 

 

Figure 3.12 : X-Bee data packet structure. 

 ULGEN Library Functions 

The software that is uploaded to the ULGEN modules should be parametric. The only 

parameter that should be changed in each module is the PAN ID of XBee wireless 

modules. The functions which ULGEN modules use in order to accomplish and 

respond to the tasks such as performing locomotion, sensing and communicating are 

given below. 
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3.5.1 ULGEN Master Controller Functions 

 WheelStance: This function actuates both of the half bodies to a certain position 

where the wheels touch the ground and lifts the module on its wheels allowing 

to switch to the differential drive mode. 

 CrawlStance: This function rotates the half body joints to the resting angle 

when it is called. Resting angle is considered as the angle which the half 

modules are parallel to the ground.  

 Joint1Pos (int Angle): Voltage level on the first half body joint is read by the 

master controller at when the half body is rotated to its limit in counter 

clockwise. The desired position is added to the potentiometer readings. Once 

the setpoint for the PD controller is set, master controller sends PWM signals 

to the motor driver. Master controller brakes the motor when the setpoint is 

reached. Finally, ServoDone1 variable is set to 1. 

 Joint2Pos (int Angle): This function works as same as the Joint1Pos function. 

However, Joint2Pos function controls the second half body joint and when the 

task is completed it sets ServoDone2 to 1. 

 MagnetoRead (): This function calculates the heading angle of the module by 

combining the readings from the IMU’s magnetometer and gyroscope. 

Libraries for the magnetometer and gyroscope is used to read the raw data. 

These libraries set the communication between the sensor and the master 

controller. MagnetoRead function, calculates the heading of the magnetometer 

by using atan2 function. Declanation angle is added to the heading which is 

calculated by atan2. Declanation angle varies around the earth. Hence, 

declanation angle should be coded into the function. Once the master controller 

gets a reading from the magnetometer it starts to request data from the 

gyroscope. The gyroscope data is measured before a module is ready to 

operate. The oscillation of the raw data value is noted so it can be neglected to 

prevent drifting. Gyroscope data is read in 10 milliseconds intervals and it is 

integrated to calculate the new angle. 

 Wheel1Pos (int Angle): This function actuates the wheel on the half body which 

includes the hexagonal bodies 1 and 3. The variable which counts the pulses is 
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initialized in the beginning of the function. Then, the setpoint for the PD 

controller is set. Lastly, according to the setpoint master controller feeds one 

of the PWM inputs of the motor driver which drives the wheel 1. 

 Wheel2Pos (int Angle): This function is the same function as Wheel1Pos 

function but Wheel2Pos function actuates the wheel 2. 

 Safety(): This function protects the mechanical parts from breaking if there is 

something wrong with the coding or the components during the experiments. 

Half body joint positions are measured by potentiometers which are connected 

to the ADC’s of the master controller. There is a threshold value set to prevent 

this joints over rotate and break during experiments. Once this threshold value 

is exceeded, master controller stops feeding all of the motor drivers with PWM. 

 DrivePos (int Pos1, int Pos2, int Angle): This function requires the module to 

be in the WheelStance mode if the module is in CrawlStance mode, this 

function forces the module switch to the WheelStance mode. Once the 

WheelStance is done function rotates the wheel motors to the desired angles. 

Firstly the pulses which has counted from previous tasks is initialized to zero 

while the number to total pulses is saved. Once the initialization is completed 

wheel motors are driven until the desired angle is achived. This function allows 

the modules move forward, backward and around its center. Pos1 and Pos2 

arguements decide which angles should the motor or motors to rotate while the 

arguement Angle indicates the angle of the half body joints.  

 DriveSpeed (float RPM1, float RPM2): Modules may require to perform 

locomotion with a constant velocity in swarm robotics tasks such as following 

the module in the front while keeping the distance or moving in a formation. 

This function uses a PI controller which allows to reach the desired RPM 

values which are defined by the arguements of the function. Setpoint is set as 

the desired speed of the wheels in the PI controller. The speed of the is 

measured by using the timer on the master controller. As the motor starts to 

rotate the pulses of the encoders are counted in 50 milliseconds intervals. The 

difference between the pulses in every 50 milliseconds indicates the rotational 

speed of the wheels.  
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 CenterMotorPos (int Angle): This function rotates the central joint to the 

desired position. Firstly the variable which counts the encoder pulses is 

initialized. Secondly, the setpoint for the PD controller is calculated. Finally, 

the central joint motor is rotated until the conditions meet. 

 CrawlForward (int Angle): This function makes the module crawl forward. 

This moves the module toward the direction where hexagonal body #1 and #3 

resides according to the center of the module. Hence, this function articulates 

the half body which consists hexagonal bodies number 1 and 3. This functions 

arguement indicates how many degrees should half bodies rotate. This allows 

to decide to move in higher or lower displacements.  

 CrawlBackward (int Angle): This function performs locomotion as same as 

CrawlForward function above. However, the direction of the movement is the 

opposite way in this function. When this function is running the half body 

which consists hexagonal bodies number 2 and 4 articulate first.  

 BatteryRead (): This function keeps track of voltage levels on Li-Po battery 

cells. The voltage levels are read through the ADC’s of the master controller 

and the data is multiplied by the ratio of the voltage dividers. If one of the 

voltage level which is measured by the master controller drops below 3.3 Volts, 

master controller stops all the running tasks and functions. 

 IRProxCheck (): This function sends one byte of data to all of the slave 

controllers. Slave controllers in each hexagonal body illuminate their IR LED’s 

and take measurements from their IR Photoresistors. If there is infrared light 

reflected from a surface and if the collected light on the Phototransistor is 

strong enough to exceed the threshold ADC value, master controller gets a 

character which indicates if there is an obstacle in front of any hexagonal body. 

3.5.2 ULGEN Slave Controller Functions 

Slave controller functions respond to the data which is received from the I2C 

communication protocol. These functions take measurements from the IR receiver 

modules, check if there is an obstacle, take measurements with the IR phototransistors 

to find out if the slave module is aligned in the docking phase, check if the docking is 

complited and control the docking motor’s positions in docking phase. 
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 Character ‘P‘ :When this character is received, the slave controller checks the 

IR phototransistors to align the module before docking is completed. This 

action is completed with a respond to the master controller which indicates if 

the module is on the right, on the left, in the center respectable to the stationary 

master module during docking process. This character is only sent when the 

master module receives certain data from the IR receivers. The set of data 

which collected from the IR Receivers are measured experimentally on the 

prototype. Hence, the slave, mobile module receives this character only if its 

40 cm far from the stationary module and close to the center of the docking 

interface. Same character also checks if the mechanical switch which indicates 

if the docking process is completed.  

 Character ‘a‘:This is the first character of the docking IR sequence. IR 

sequence is a continous data communication which helps the modules to know 

their relative position to one another during docking process. Takes 

measurements from the IR receiver modules. These modules take 

measurements at the same time so that, IR data which is sent from the 

stationary module can be read at the same time. Measurements are added to a 

variable and this variable indicates a binary data. If the IR data is received each 

variable for each IR receiver module is  1, else its 0. These data is sent back to 

the master controller to be evaluated. 

 LOCKMOTOR (int Angle): This function is called when the mechanical switch 

is triggered by the slave controllers in the docking interfaces. The arguement 

of the function should 90 for locking and 0 for unlocking. There is a PD 

controller which uses the ADC measurements from the potentiometer as input. 

The output of the controller is the PWM signal which drives the docking motor. 

 Docking Algorithm 

Autonomous docking process between modules can be divided into six phases. 

Docking algorithm of a slave, mobile,  module is shown in pseudo-code, 

“SlaveModuleDocking” program. First, modules decide on a master module to dock 

on its docking interfaces. This will be done by collecting RSSI values  from each 

module then deciding which module can be determined as the center of scattered 

modules. After the decision process, the master module’s ID will be sent to other 
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modules (line 1). Master module acts as a docking station while slave modules try to 

dock onto the master module.  

Master module will emit data from each docking face through its IR LEDs. Each IR 

data contains certain docking face ID, module ID and LED ID. Second, slave modules 

will move around and try to collect data from their IR receiver modules on each 

docking face. Figure 3.13 indicates the data structure that is emitted during docking 

process by the IR LEDs. 

 

Figure 3.13 : IR LED data structure. 

Once the data is collected, modules will stop moving and next step will begin. Third 

step includes requesting compass data to make its orientation parallel to the docking 

face (line 2-11). Fourth step is deciding the closest docking face of the master module, 

using the amount of received data from a face (line 12, 14). Slave modules can check 

if that face is available to dock. If the face is not available, master module can send the 

available docking interface data and help the slave module to relocate until it receives 

data from the decided face (line 15, 18). When the docking face is decided, the slave 

module will request data from IR LEDs of the master module’s docking face (line 20). 

The result of the collected data will be used to determine the relative position of the 

slave module to the master. Fourth step is moving closer to the docking face. If the 

slave module is on the left of the docking face it will crawl to the right, if it is on the 

left it will crawl to the left and if it is in the center it will move forward on its wheels 

(line 25-29). This iteration will continue until the slave module’s docking face 

phototransistors get a higher input than the decided threshold value (line 30-34). Figure 

3.14 shows the image taken from an autonomous docking simulation when the slave 

module is closing up to the master module. 
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Figure 3.14 : A slave module approaching to the master module during docking 

process. 

PROGRAM SlaveModuleDocking: 

01 CALL SendModuleID() 

02 READ Orientation From IMU 

03 READ reference orientation from the Master Module 

04 SET Orientationref to Master Module Orientation 

05 SET Orientationmodule to Orientation From IMU 

06 IF (Orientationmodule < Orientationref) THEN 

07 CALL RotateRobot(ClockWise) 

08 ENDIF 

09 IF (Orientationmodule > Orientationref) THEN 

10 CALL RotateRobot(CounterClockWise) 

11 ENDIF 

12 READ from IR Receiver Module 

13 SET IRDetect to IR Receiver Module Data 

14 DETERMINE Face to Dock 

15 IF (Face to Dock Not Available) THEN 

16 Request Available Dock Face 

17 ENDIF 

18 IF (Face to Dock Available) THEN 

19 WHILE ( docking not completed) 

20  CALL IRSequence( ) 

21  READ from IR Receiver Modules 

22  SET IRDataPosition to data read from IR Receiver Modules 

23  READ from IR Phototransistor  

24  SET PhotoTransistorDETECT to data read from IR Phototransistor 

25  CASE OF  IRDataPosition        

26   IRareaD,E : CALL CrawlForward() 

27   IRareaA,B : CALL CrawlBackward() 

28   IRareaC : CALL DrivePos() 

29  ENDCASE 

30  IF (PhotoTransistorDETECT > 0) THEN 

31   AdjustToDock=TRUE 

32  ENDIF 

33 ENDWHILE 
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34 IF (AdjustToDock==TRUE) THEN 

35  CALL AdjustTheModule() 

36  IF (PhotoTransistorDETECT > Threshold) THEN 

37   CALL DrivePos() to DOCK 

38   CALL LockConnector() 

39  ENDIF 

40 ENDIF 

41 ENDIF 

42 END. 

 Once that value is reached the fifth step will begin. In the fifth step, slave 

module will align itself for the last time by using the two phototransistors on the 

docking face (line 35). Slave module will crawl in smaller angles. Thus, a locomotion 

with smaller displacements to align male and female connectors will be performed. 

The final step involves moving forward on wheels until the mechanical switches are 

triggered (line 37, 38). When they are triggered, the locking mechanism twists the 

latches and locks the modules together. Autonomous docking is simulated on V-Rep 

software up to five modules. Modules decide which face to dock while they 

communicate to each other and reconsider the decision if necessary. 

 Localization 

Modules are tested for localization applications using trilateration algorithms. If the 

modules are given the task to identify the environment or search for a goal, some of 

the modules will get the task of being beacon modules and some of them will get the  

Modules will be tested in future for localization applications using trilateration 

algorithms. These algorithms will locate the modules using distance data which is 

evaluated from RSSI values using Log-Normal Shadow model [28]. This model is a 

generalized to be used in both indoor and outdoor environments by calibrating the 

measurements. If the modules are given the task to identify the environment or search 

for a goal, some of the modules will get the task of being beacon modules and some 

of them will get the task of being scout modules. To map the environment or find and 

locate a goal, scout modules travel around and beacon modules stand still. Trilateration 

method can be used to spread out the scout modules and control their relative positions. 

As a result, less time will be consumed to find the goal or identify the environment [3]. 

Scout modules can scatter around and if they detect the goal, they can send signals to 

the other modules. The other modules can form a structure and relocate together to that 

location. If a single scout module is blocked by an obstacle, it can send a signal to 
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other modules, requesting to form a configuration with the rest of the modules. Thus, 

the obstacle will be avoided. 

3.7.1 RSSI Distance Measurement Experiments 

ULGEN modules have aluminum frame which makes the RSSI values that modules 

receive noisy. The radio propagation patterns in different environments has the aspects 

of non-isotropic path loss because of the obstacles or the type of material in the 

unknown environment. Therefore, there is a need for an analysis and experiments to 

define the irregular patterns. In these tests, two modules are placed on a grid map and 

X-Bee modules are communicated to each other 1000 times. The method that is used 

in this experiments offer the same propagation constant for each measurement node. 

In order to define the propogation constant the module should be placed with 1 meter 

distance between them and the RSSI values should be logged. The RSSI can be 

computed by using the equation (3.6). The propagation constant is defined as n, d is 

the distance from the sender and A is the received signal strength at 1 meter distance.  

 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 = −(10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑑 + 𝐴) (3.6) 

However, using a calibrated uniform signal propagation constant has some drawbacks. 

If only one propagation constant is used to compute the distances, the computed 

distances will be miscalculated. The RSSI measurements are logged and then the 

biggest and smallest mode’s are taken out. Finally the mean of the measurements are 

calculated. Figure 3.15 indicates the measured distance with altered propagation 

constant values. 

 

Figure 3.15 : Distribution of the RSSI values and the distance derived from the 

measurements. 
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3.7.2 Trilateration Algorithm 

Trilateration algorithms are used to determine an objects location considering RSSI 

values that is received by the object. In order to locate the object there should be beacon 

wireless modules around the object. Trilateration algorithm finds the location of the 

intersection point of the distance between the beacon modules and the object. 

Trilateration requires at least three of the beacon modules. All three of the beacon 

modules send a signal to the object and object measures the RSSI values for each 

beacon. The object has three distance that can be trilaterated.  

3.7.3 2-D Trilateration 

2-D trilateration locates an object in XY plane of the coordinate system. The unknown 

location of the object is defined on X axis x and on Y axis y. The locations of all three 

reference nodes should be known. The location of the reference node 1,2 and 3 can be 

defined as x1,y1,x2,y2,x3 and y3 respectively. The distances from the unknown node to 

the reference nodes defined d1,d2 and d3. Figure 3.16 indicates the interferred point on 

the circles which gives the location of the module. 

 

Figure 3.16 : Calculating a unkown position of a module using trilateration. 
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The distances of the reference modules to the unknown position form a triangle and 

using the Pythagorean Theorem the equations (3.7) to (3.9) can be written. 

 (𝑥 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1)2 = 𝑑1
2 (3.7) 

 (𝑥 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2)2 = 𝑑2
2 (3.8) 

 (𝑥 − 𝑥3)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦3)2 = 𝑑3
2 (3.9) 

The quadratic equation system can be simplified by substiting the equation (3.9) into 

other equations. Thus, two linear equations are found. 

 2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)𝑦 = (𝑑1
2 − 𝑑2

2) − (𝑥1
2 − 𝑥2

2) − (𝑦1
2 − 𝑦2

2) (3.10) 

 2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)𝑦 = (𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3

2) − (𝑥1
2 − 𝑥3

2) − (𝑦1
2 − 𝑦3

2) (3.11) 

These equations can be solved using Cramers rule in equations (3.12) and (3.13). 

 

𝑋 =

|
(𝑑1

2 − 𝑑2
2) − (𝑥1

2 − 𝑥2
2) − (𝑦1

2 − 𝑦2
2) 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)

(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3

2) − (𝑥1
2 − 𝑥3

2) − (𝑦1
2 − 𝑦3

2) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)
|

|
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)

|
 

(3.12) 

 

𝑌 =

|
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1) (𝑑1

2 − 𝑑2
2) − (𝑥1

2 − 𝑥2
2) − (𝑦1

2 − 𝑦2
2)

2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1) (𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3

2) − (𝑥1
2 − 𝑥3

2) − (𝑦1
2 − 𝑦3

2)
|

|
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)

|
 

(3.13) 

The position of the node can be calculated solving these equations. ULGEN modules 

can perform search and find missions by using the trilateration method. Three modules 

can get the role of being reference nodes, beacon modules,  and one or more modules 

can move around while the position of these scout modules. Once the initial 

measurements are taken the scout module can travel to a certain distance and the 

measurements can be taken again. Using the scout modules a certain environment can 

be grid mapped by using the proximity sensors on the scout modules. However, the 

beacon modules should be located at known positions so the calculations can be made. 

The initial positions of the beacon modules can be calculated if the master beacon 

module which collects all the mapping data is considered to be at the position (0,0). 

All the beacon modules should have the same hading angle due to the non-uniformity 

javascript:void(0)
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of radiation pattern of the X-Bee antenna. Therefore, during the RSSI measurements 

the modules should be reading the same heading angle from the IMU sensor. The 

position of the second beacon module is considered to be on the X axis of the reference 

frame. In the initial state the third beacon module will drive on its wheels forwards to 

a specific distance. By measuring the initial RSSI value of the third beacon module 

and the RSSI value after the third module moves forwards the Y axis of the system 

can be defined. If the RSSI distance readings are decreasing as the third beacon module 

is moving, the Y axis should be towards to the third beacon module. Using the law of 

cosine the angles A, B and C can be calculated and coordinates of the third beacon 

module can be found by calculating X’ and Y’. Equation (3.14)  to (3.16) indicates 

using the law of cosine to calculate the angle B. The distances between the beacons 

are indicated as D1, D2 and D3. The position of the third beacon module can be 

calculated using the angle B. Figure 3.17 indicates the geometric relation between the 

beacon modules and the scout modules. 

 
𝐵 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 [

𝐷1
2 + 𝐷2

2 − 𝐷3
2

2𝐷1𝐷2
] 

(3.14) 

 𝑋′ = 𝐷1 − (𝐷2 ∗ cos (𝐵)) (3.15) 

 𝑌′ = 𝐷2 ∗ sin (B) (3.16) 

 

Figure 3.17 : The initial positioning of the beacon modules and the scout module. 
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The scout module should adjust its heading angle after it completes performing 

locomotion to re-calculate its position. At this stage of the study a prediction based 

tracking method could not be implemented. A prediction method [28] which takes the 

travelled distance and RSSI measurements in consider, can be implemented to reduce 

the calculation mistakes. 
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 LOCOMOTION KINEMATICS AND SIMULATIONS  

ULGEN modules are modelled in V-Rep environment before the first module is 

manufactured. Locomotion types, various configurations, sensors and docking 

algorithm is tested on this software.  

 Implementation Of ULGEN Modules  in V-REP  

V-Rep is a robot simulator software where sensors, mechanisms, actuators can be 

modelled. V-Rep is usually used to verify the structures and algorithms, speeding up 

the execution time of the algorithms. The users can use the robot structures that is 

already modelled in the software or they can model their own systems by creating 

shapes and using the sensor models in the software. V-Rep is used to verify that 

ULGEN modules can function properly in the real world with its sensors.  

V-Rep’s physiscs engines function the best when the shapes of the module are pure. 

Hence, the 3D model of the ULGEN module can not directly imported to the V-Rep 

software. The 3D model of the module should be simplified so the simulations can run 

fast and physics engine can only calculate proper contacts between shapes. Therefore, 

pure shapes are created in the software by simply adding shape and selecting pure 

shape option. Pure shapes are added to simplify the module where the DoF exist and 

where the module interacts with the environment such as the ground and other 

modules. Pure shapes are the dynamic objects which interacts with the environment. 

Joint actuators are connected to these pure shapes. Thus, the simplest ULGEN 

module’s model in V-Rep software includes six pure shapes in total. Two of them are 

pure cuboid blocks which represent hexagonal bodies which require to interact with 

the ground in order to make the module move.  The third and the fourth shapes are 

cylinder pure shapes which represent the wheels of the module. These cylinder shapes 

interact with the ground to move around and interact with other modules. The last two 

pure shapes consist of two cuboids. Each of them represent central joint parts which 

are connected to the U-Shaped frame. One of these pure shapes has a joint actuator 

which makes the shape rotate respected to the other shape acting as the central joint. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the ULGEN module’s simplified pure shape structure. 
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Figure 4.1 : An individual ULGEN module’s structure simplified to decrease 

calculation time. 

Checking a system’s stability while in motion is also another important aspect of 

implementing simulations. Therefore, each pure shape should reflect the same mass, 

inertia and center of mass attributes as the prototyped CAD model. As it is mentioned 

above in the section 2.4., center of mass and inertial properties of components has been 

calculated using the NX 8.0 CAD software. Inertial and mass properties are added to 

each pure shape object in the model. Figure 4.2 illustrates the dynamic properties of 

half body 1 and 2 in the V-Rep simulation.  

 

Figure 4.2 : Dynamic properties of half body 1and 2 in V-Rep. 

Two of the central joint pure shape’s dynamical properties are shown in the Figure 4.3. 

Half Body 1 

Half Body 2 
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Figure 4.3 : Dynamical properties of the central joint parts in V-Rep simulation. 

Finally, two wheel pure shape object’s dynamical properties are shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4 : Dynamical properties of wheel 1 and 2. 

The CAD model of the module is also added to the V-Rep software to implement 

sensor interfaces properly. Docking sensor positions must be precise to test the 

docking algorithm. Hence, a detailed CAD model of the module including the U-

Central Joint Part 

1 

Central Joint Part 

2 

Wheel 2 

Wheel 1 
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shaped frame, hexagonal bodies and wheels are added to the simulation. These parts 

are added as static objects which have no ability to be actuated. Static objects can be 

detected, measured and are collidable and renderable. Figure 4.5 indicates the static 

shape body model.  

 

Figure 4.5 : CAD module of an ULGEN module including only the frame bodies. 

Pure shape bodies are made invisible to decrease the amount of bodies in the graphic 

interface to make the simulations more understandable and easier. Figure 4.6 indicates 

the CAD model and the pure shape simplified model combined together in the 

simulation to give the reader an insight how they are implemented. 

 

Figure 4.6 : Pure shape structure and CAD model of an ULGEN module in V-Rep 

simulation. 

Once the mechanical structure is implemented, the only missing components are the 

joint actuators and sensors. V-Rep manual [23] suggests to use a simple hierarchical 

structure in simulations. In order to the manual, all the non-dynamic objects should be 

attached to the dynamic objects. Hence, non-dynamic objects should be the children 

nodes of the dynamic objects. Therefore, joint actuators should be child node of a pure 

shape and the object that joint actuates should be the child node of the joint actuator. 

There are five joint actuators in the ULGEN module in the simulation. Two of them 

rotates the hexagonal bodies, one of them actuates the central joint and the last to 

actuates the wheels. Red cylinders indicate the joint actuators in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.7 : V-Rep model of an ULGEN module with joint actuators. 

The V-Rep model of the module can crawl and drive on its wheels with the adjustments 

above. However, this model is not adequate to accomplish the autonomous docking, 

multi-module locomotion and obstacle avoidence simulations. In order to make the 

model in the simulation as same as the actual ULGEN module, proximity sensors 

added. Cone type proximity sensors are added to each hexagonal body respected to the 

IR phototransistor grooves on the hexagonal bodies. Each proximity sensor 

corresponds to a IR phototransistor and a IR LED combined together. There are six 

proximity sensors in the obstacle avoidance part of the simulation. These sensors are 

shown in Figure 4.8. Proximity sensors should be set to Explicit Handling option on 

the Scene Object Properties window. Hence, proximity sensors will not be measuring 

every simulation time. Instead, measurements will be made whenever proximity 

sensors are called in the script which is written by the user. This option saves large 

amount of calculation time where more than ten proximity sensors are in the 

simulation.  

 

Figure 4.8 : Proximity sensors used for obstacle detecting purposes in simulation. 

Proximity sensors allow the modules move around and avoid obstacles. Docking 

simulation requires docking sensors, docking mechanism and wireless 
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communication. The model hierarchy of an ULGEN module including only the 

actuators, pure shape bodies and IR proximity sensors are shown in the Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.9 : Basic model hierarchy of an invidual module. 

The connection between two docking interfaces can be done using Dummy objects in 

the V-Rep software. Dummy objects act like  rigid links between the connection 

points. Dummy objects are not physical entities. They are basicly points with an 

orientation and a reference frame. Each dummy becomes a connection point and they 

should be placed correctly on the model. ULGEN modules have four autonomous 

docking interfaces. One pair of dummy objects are located on each docking interface. 

Paired dummies share the same coordinate position, in other words, they in the center 

of each other. Thus, coaxilaty will be established in the connection. Connection 

dummies on each docking interface should be identified to each other and “Dynamics, 

overlap constraint”option should be selected. This option makes the dummies overlap 

to each others reference position. Thus, acting like a rigid physical connection. 

Dummy pair in some of the docking interfaces are shown in Figure 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10 : Placement of connection dummies on hexagonal bodies. 

Pure Simple Shape 

Proximity Sensor 

Dummy 

Simple Random Shape 

Revolute Joint 

Connection Dummies 
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Connection dummies can be activated in the scripts which is written by the user using 

API functions. Autonomous docking simulation requires each module to detect 

stationary docking module’s docking interfaces. Thus, modules can identify if they are 

docked each other properly and if they are close enough to each other. Therefore, to 

increase the autonomy in the docking process, a proximity sensor is added to the each 

hexagonal body. Similar solution exists in V-Rep models under gripper models named 

as “Suction Pad”. The connection between dummies are only activated when the 

proximity sensor detects one of the dummies. These proximity sensors should only 

detect the connection dummies. Once the docking faces are determined proximity 

sensor’s detection options can be manipulated using API functions in the script. Figure 

4.11 shows the proximity sensors which help to establish dummy links in simulation.  

 

Figure 4.11 : Placement of connection dummy detecting proximity sensors. 

V-Rep includes a wireless communication API function to emit data from an object. 

A dummy object can have the task of sending any sort of data into the simulation 

environment. API function “simSendData” uses the selected dummy objects to send 

the data. Moreover, the horizontal, vertical and the radius of the data emission can be 

adjusted in the API function. The range properties of the signal should be same as the 

range properties of the IR LEDs. There are three dummy objects added as child objects 

to each hexagonal body. Figure 4.12 indicates their position and orientation.  

Connection Proximity Sensors 
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Figure 4.12 : Orientation of the dummy objects which emit IR data. 

Infrared data transmission is required to determine any module’s relative position to 

another. Dummy objects can also receive wireless data with an API function. However 

receiving function does not include any parameter that changes the field of view (FoV) 

of the receiver. Autonomous docking simulation requires both IR LEDs and IR 

receiver modules to have certain FoV. Therefore, modules will be able to receive some 

or all of the IR data depending on their relative position to the sender. API function 

“simReceiveData” makes a dummy object receive wireless data if that dummy object 

is in range of the sender. Hence, receiver dummy object can receive IR data from any 

angle if it is in the range of the receiver. Thus, a proximity sensor is also needed to 

detected if the sender dummy object is in the range of the receiver. This proximity 

sensor should have the same range properties with the IR receiving module. Each 

receiver dummy object should have a proximity sensor in the exact location in the 

same orientation. In summary, IR data receivers are modelled with one dummy object 

which receives the signals and one proximity sensor which checks if the sender’s 

dummy object is in the range of the receiver. Proximity sensors should have 3m range 

with ±45° FoV. Figure 4.13 indicates the placement of IR receiver dummy objects and 

IR receiver module proximity sensor (Only one of the proximity sensor is shown, there 

should be three proximity sensors on each docking interface, in the figure in order to 

make the figure simpler).  

IR LED dummy objects 
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Figure 4.13 : Positions and orientations of IR receiver dummy objects and proximity 

sensors. 

The sensors, customly created IR LEDs and IR receiver modules in the simulation 

scene give modules the ability of sending each other IR data and calculating their 

position respected to another. IR phototransistors are also used in the autonomous 

docking algorithm as mentioned in the section 3.7. IR phototransistors help the mobile 

slave module, which is moving towards to the stationary master module to dock one 

of its docking interfaces, to align itself to the docking interface. There are two 

phototransistors placed on each docking interface. These phototransistors are the same 

phototransistors which sense the obstacles. V-Rep software gives the possibilty to 

extract the distance data of an obstacle which is in the range of the proximity sensor. 

It is also possible to measure the normal distance of the obstacle to the proximity 

sensor. However, phototransistors does not collect the light vertically. The light which 

is emitted from IR LEDs expand in every angle of the FoV of the IR LEDs. Thus, 

phototransistors may collect light beams in various receiving angles. Four proximity 

sensors are added to each docking interface to help to align modules before docking is 

completed. These proximity sensors are located such a way that forms five detection 

areas. Two of the proximity sensors are added on the docking interfaces and placed 

relatively far from the center of the hexagonal body. These sensors detects if the 

module is on the far left or far right. The other two of the sensors are relatively have 

smaller FoV to the ones which are placed far from the center. However, the smaller 

FoV sensors are closer to the center of the hexagonal body and they intersect and form 

an intersection area. Once these sensors detect the connection dummy object, module 

performs locomotion to the side which will keep the connection dummy in the 

IR receiver dummy objects IR receiver proximity sensor 
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intersection area of the proximity sensor. Figure 4.14 illustrates the IR proximity 

sensor areas. 

 

Figure 4.14 : Five intersecting areas created by four proximity sensors to simulate 

the phototransistors on hexagonal bodies. 

A detailed model hierarchy of an ULGEN module is given in Figure 4.15. The figure 

on the left indicates the shapes, sensors and dummies of half body 1 in detail. The 

figure on the right shows the children scene objects of half body 2.  

 

Figure 4.15 : Detailed model hierarchy of an individual module. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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API functions are used to test the modules in V-Rep environment. There are several 

hundred API functions and these functions can be called from an embedded script. 

ULGEN module simulations mostly use the functions which control the joints, take 

measurements from the proximity sensors, check object properties, send wireless data  

and activate the dummy connections.  

The API functions which are used in ULGEN robot simulations can be found below. 

These information are taken from V-Rep API function list [24]. 

 simSetJointTargetPosition actuates the joint to the given position if the joint is 

in torque/force mode. Its parameters are the handle of the joint object and the 

target position of the joint. It returns -1 if the operation is unsuccessful. 

 simGetJointPosition gets the intrinsic position of a joint. Its parameter is the 

handle of the joint and it returns the position of the joint. 

 simSetObjectInt32Parameter sets an int32 parameter of a scene object. In the 

simulations only the parameter 2001 is modified. This parameter controls the 

joints function mode. If the parameter is set to 0 the joint is in speed control 

mode and if its set to another value than 0 the joint is set to the position control 

mode. 

 simRMLMovetoJointPositions actuates more than one joints at the same time 

to the desired positions. It has ten parameters; (1) jointHandles, (2) flags, (3) 

currentVel, (4) currentAccel, (5) maxVel, (6) maxAccel, (7) maxJerk, (8) 

targetPos, (9) targetVel, (10) direction. The function returns the result of the 

operation and tables which have the velecotiy and acceleration data of the joints 

after the operation is done.  

 simReadProximitySensor reads the results of the proximity sensor’s detection. 

Its parameters are the handle of the proximity sensor object, the coordinates of 

the closest detected point, handle of the detected object and normal vector of 

the detected surface. 

 simCheckProximitySensor checks if the proximity sensor detects the entity 

given to the function. This function is used when the proximity sensor is in 

explicit handling mode. Its parameters are the sensorHandle which handles the 

proximity sensor, entityHandle which handles a single object or all of the 
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objects to be detected by the sensor. This function returns result which is -1 if 

there is an error, 0 if no entity is detected and 1 if an entity is detected. Another 

return value is distance which gives the value from sensors origin to the 

detected point. Lastly, detectedPoint gives the position of the detected point. 

 simSetJointTargetVelocity allows the user to set the intrinsic desired target 

velocity of a joint actuator. The joint motor should be in the torque/force mode 

to use this function. Its parameters are objectHandle and targetVelocity. It 

returns a value if the operation is successful or not. 

 simReceiveData receives wireless data in the simulation. The parameter  

dataHeader is set to 0 as a default. This parameter sets the value of the owner 

of the message. Second parameter dataName indicates the type of the message. 

It works as a header of the message and the wireless messages which belong to 

different tasks have different data names. The third parameter is the 

antennaHandle which handles the object which operates as an antenna. This 

function returns four values. First is the data which has the string which 

includes the received data. Second value is called senderID which indicates the 

identifier of the sender. Third is the dataHeader which is the header of the 

message. Finally the fourth value is called dataName and this value contains 

the name of the data.  

 simSendData sends wireless data in a simulation. There are 10 parameters for 

this function; (1) targetID indicates the receivers ID, (2)  dataHeader indicates 

the header of the message, (3) dataName which indicates the type of message, 

(4) data is the data which is to be sent, (5) dataLength indicates the length of 

the data,  (6) antennaHandle indicates the object which will operate as an 

antenna, (7) actionRadius sets the radius of the transmission area, (8) 

emissionAngle1 sets the opening angle of the vertical transmission area, (9) 

emissionAngle2 sets the opening angle of the horizontal transmission area and 

finally (10) persistence sets the simulation time duration which makes the 

wireless data available for receivers. This function returns -1 if the operation is 

not successful. 

 simGetObjectOrientation brings the euler angles of a selected object in the 

simulation scene. First parameter of this function is called  objectHandle. This 
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parameter indicates the object that is to be measured. Second parameter 

relativeToObjectHandle indicates what the euler angles should be retrieved 

relative to. Finally eulerAngles brings a table of values which consists euler 

angles. This function returns -1 is the operation is unsuccessful. This function 

is used to operate as a magnetometer in the simulations. 

 simGetObjectHandle retrieves a scene objects handle. This function is used in 

the autonomous docking simulation where a module is done selecting the 

closest docking interface. Script automatically defines the connection dummies 

and proximity dummies. 

 simSetLinkDummy sets a dummy to dummy link pair. This function has two 

parameters; (1) dummyHandle which is the handle of the first dummy, (2) 

linkedDummyHandle which indicates the handle of the second dummy. Second 

parameter should be set to -1 to unlink the dummies.  

 simSetObjectParent changes an objects parent to a defined object. This 

function is used when two docking interfaces are ready to lock into each other. 

One of the dummy’s parent in a connection dummy pair should be set to 

another module. This module has objectHandle and parentObjectHandle 

parameters. First of them defines the object to be processed. Second of the 

defines the object that will become the parent. 

 Single Module Locomotion Modes 

ULGEN can perform locomotion in two modes; crawling and differential drive.  

4.2.1 Crawl 

ULGEN can perform locomotion in two modes; crawling and differential drive. In 

order to crawl, module rotates the front half module, the one closer to the movement 

direction, to a certain angle. The pivot points of the rotation are the edges of the 

hexagonal parts. Hence, when it rotates the other half module can be dragged forward. 

Once hexagonal parts rotate up to 25°, the wheels touch the ground. Fig.8. shows the 

placement of coordinate frames. Link lengths are l1, l2 and l3 and angles of the joints 

are θ1, θ2, θ3 and α respected to the Figure 4.16. Wheels have strips attached on them, 

which are made of high friction material. Thus, when the wheels touch the ground they 
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will anchor the module to that point. After anchoring the front half module, half 

module at the back rotates itself. Then, front half module rotates itself again but to the 

other direction this time. Finally, back half module rotates to its starting point by 

pushing the module forwards. 

 

Figure 4.16 : Coordinte frame placements for crawling gait kinematics. 

The D-H parameters of the first gait can be seen in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 : D-H parameters of the first pose of the locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

0 0    0     0 
1 Θ1 0 0 
2 Θ2 l1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

Θ4 
l2 
l3 

0 
0 

The general representation of homegenous transformation matrix, as a product of four 

basic transformations, associated to a link i can be expressed as shown in equation 

(4.1). 

 

𝑇𝑖 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝒊) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝒊) 𝟎 𝐚𝒊−𝟏

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝒊)𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜶𝒊−𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝒊)𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜶𝒊−𝟏) 𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜶𝒊−𝟏) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜶𝒊−𝟏)𝐝𝒊

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝒊)𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜶𝒊−𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝒊)𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜶𝒊−𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜶𝒊−𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜶𝒊−𝟏)𝐝𝒊

𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.1) 

Using (4.1) and placing the corresponding D-H parameters to each link, the 

homogenous transformation matrices for each link can be determined. The derivation 

of the homogenous transformation for each link is shown in equations (4.2) to (4.5). 
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𝑇𝟐 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝒍𝟏

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.3) 

 

𝑇𝟑 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝒍𝟐

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.4) 

 

𝑇𝟒 = [

𝟏 𝟎 𝟎 𝒍𝟑

𝟎 𝟏 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.5) 

The transformation matrix of the last link to the first link is derived as shown in (4.6) 

to (4.8). Transformation matrix for crawling gait can be obtained in equation (4.9).  

 𝑇𝟐
0 = 𝑻𝟏𝑻𝟐 (4.6) 

 𝑇𝟑
0 = 𝑻𝟑𝑻𝟐

𝟎 (4.7) 

 𝑇𝟒
0 = 𝑻𝟒𝑻𝟑

𝟎 (4.8) 

 

When the motor that drives the second joint, θ1 value will be increased. Considering 

that the other DC motor does not allow any rotations, joint angles can be calculated 

using geometric relations. The joint angles can be determined relative to each other 

using the equations (4.10) and (4.11). It should be considered that initial θ3 value is 

60°. First node of the kinematic chain can only rotate in the first phase of the 

calculation.  

 𝜽𝟐 = 𝜽𝟏 + (𝝅 − 𝜽𝟑) + 𝜶 − 𝝅 (4.10) 

 
𝜽𝟑 = 𝝅 − (𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒔𝒊𝒏 (

𝒍𝟏 ∗ 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽𝟏 − 𝒍𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶

𝒍𝟐
) + 𝟐 ∗

𝝅

𝟑
) 

 

(4.11) 

(4.9) 
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The positions of the links are calculated by using MATLAB. The psuedo-code for the 

first pose of the gait is given in below, program “CrawlPhase1”. Considering the first 

node of the kinematic chain is located on (0, 0) in a 2D plane. The first pose moves 

the fourth node from (156.5, 0) to (138.5, 0).   

PROGRAM CrawlPhase1: 

01 SET l1=l3=45 

02 SET l2=111.5 

03 SET α=60 

04 FOR (θ1 values from 60° to 85°) 

05 CALCULATE θ2, θ3 

06 CALCULATE T1, T2, T3, T4 matrices 

07 CALCULATE T2
0 , T3

0 , T4
0 

08 DETERMINE JointPositions 

09 JointPositions=[0 0; T2
0 (1:2,4)’; T3

0 (1:2, 4)’; T4
0 (1:2, 4)’] 

10 PRINT JointPositions(:,1), JointPositions(:,2) 

11 ENDFOR 

12 END. 

The second phase of the locomotion includes rotating the rear half body. Joint angles 

are calculated simply by the constraint which makes the second link parallel to the 

ground. The second pose uses the same kinematic chain as the first pose. The psuedo-

algorithm for the second pose is given below in program “CrawlPhase2”. Second pose 

moves the fourth node to the point (119.334, 0) respected to the coordinate frame 0.  

PROGRAM CrawlPhase2: 

01 SET l1=l3=45 

02 SET l2=111.5 

03 SET θ1=85 

04 FOR (α values from 60° to 85°) 

05 CALCULATE θ2, θ3 

06 CALCULATE T1, T2, T3, T4 matrices 

07 CALCULATE T2
0 , T3

0 , T4
0 

08 DETERMINE JointPositions 

09 JointPositions=[0 0; T2
0 (1:2,4)’; T3

0 (1:2, 4)’; T4
0 (1:2, 4)’] 

10 PRINT JointPositions(:,1), JointPositions(:,2) 

11 ENDFOR 

12 END. 

The kinematic chain in the third pose is constructed by starting the chain from the rear 

end of the module. The chain has the same layout but only in reverse order. Figure 

4.17 indicates the placement of the kinematic chain. Third pose’s kinematic chain 

starts where first pose’s kinematic chain ends. It should be considered that the initial 

value of θ1 is 95°. Initial joint angles and their relations with each other is calculated 

in the eqauations (4.12) and (4.13). First coordinate frame of this pose does not change 
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its position. The end-effector, the fourth node, translates from the coordinate (0,0) to 

(-18.184,0). 

 

Figure 4.17 : Coordinate frame locations for the third pose of the gait. 

Table 4.2 : D-H parameters of the third pose of the locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

1 Θ1 0 0 
2 Θ2 l1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

Θ4 
l2 
l3 

0 
0 

 
𝜽𝟏 = 𝝅 − (𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒄𝒐𝒔 (

𝒍𝟏 ∗ 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽𝟏 − 𝒍𝟑𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜶

𝒍𝟐
) +

𝝅

𝟑𝟔
) 

(4.12) 

 𝜽𝟐 = (𝝅 − 𝜽𝟏) + (𝝅 − 𝜽𝟐) + 𝜶 − 𝝅 (4.13) 

The new position on the X-Axis after the second pose is implemented to the 

homogenous transformation matrices. Equations (4.14) to (4.17) indicates the 

transformation matrices for the third pose of the gait.  

 

 

 

𝑇1 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟏𝟏𝟗. 𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟎
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.14) 
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𝑇𝟐 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝒍𝟑

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.15) 

 

𝑇𝟑 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝒍𝟐

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.16) 

 

𝑇𝟒 = [

𝟏 𝟎 𝟎 𝒍𝟏

𝟎 𝟏 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.17) 

The psuedo-code for this pose is given in the program “CrawlPhase3” below. 

PROGRAM CrawlPhase3: 

01 SET l1=l3=45 

02 SET l2=111.5 

03 SET θ1=95 

04 FOR (α values from 85° to 60°) 

05 CALCULATE θ2, θ3 

06 CALCULATE T1, T2, T3, T4 matrices 

07 CALCULATE T2
0 , T3

0 , T4
0 

08 DETERMINE JointPositions 

09 JointPositions=[119.344 0; T2
0 (1:2,4)’; T3

0 (1:2, 4)’; T4
0 (1:2, 4)’] 

10 PRINT JointPositions(:,1), JointPositions(:,2) 

11 ENDFOR 

12 END. 

The last pose of this gait is implemented on the same kinematic chain as in pose 3. The 

module’s pose is the same as the initial pose of the first pose. This pose translates the 

fourth node of the kinematic chain from (-18.184,0) to (-37.156,0). 

The module can crawl 37 millimeters in one crawling cycle according to the 

kinematics simulation shown in Figure 4.18. 

 

Figure 4.18 : Kinematic simulation of crawling gait. 
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4.2.2 Differential Drive 

Differential drive mode is used in locomotion of both individual and multi-module 

structures and used during the docking process. A module can switch to the differential 

mode by rotating its half body joints 30° and standing on its both wheels. This 

locomotion mode is observed to be not as stable as four wheel drive due to the inertial 

moment generated by the acceleration. The errors on the heading direction due to this 

unstablity is compansated by the IMU by fixing the module’s heading angle. Figure 

4.19. indicates how an ULGEN module is switched to the differential drive mode in 

V-Rep software. 

 

Figure 4.19 : A module in differential drive mode in a V-Rep scene. 

A robot with a differential drive can move on the trajectories respected to the speed of 

its wheels. Each wheel of a differential drive robots drive on a radius called ICR 

(Instantaneous Center of Rotation) varying its wheel speeds as long as they are not 

equal to each other. Let wheel speeds of wheel 1 and 2 be v1 and v2, and the angular 

velocity of the robot be w and the length of a module from one side to another l. The 

distance between the wheels in differential drive mode is measured 172.1mm. The 

diameter of the wheels are measured as 52mm. Finally consider R as the distance 

between the ICR and the midpoint of the robot on the wheel axis. The heading of the 

robot is given as θ. The relationship between the linear speeds of the wheels and the 

ICR can be seen in equation (4.18) and (4.19). 

 
𝒘(𝑹 +

𝒍

𝟐
) = 𝒗𝟐 

(4.18) 
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𝒘 (𝑹 −

𝒍

𝟐
) = 𝒗𝟏 

(4.19) 

Figure 4.20 indicates the visual representatition of the ICR values.  

 

Figure 4.20 : Visual representations of the variables used to calculate ICR. 

The values of ICR and the angular velocity w are necessary to solve the forward 

kinematics problem. Heading of the robot can be calculated using these values in δt 

seconds. Assume that the initial position of the robot on a 2D coordinate frame is given 

as (x,y) and the new position after δt seconds later is given as (x’, y’). The rate of 

change of the heading is stated in the equation (4.20). 

 𝜽′ = 𝒘𝜹𝒕 + 𝜽 (4.20) 

Center of rotation ICR is given with the basic trigonometry as following in the equation 

(4.21).  

 𝑰𝑪𝑪 = [𝑰𝑪𝑪𝒙, 𝑰𝑪𝑪𝒚] = [𝒙 − 𝑹𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽, 𝒚 + 𝑹𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽] (4.21) 

The new position of the robot can be calculated using a 2D rotational matrix. The new 

pose of the robot can be computed using equation (4.20) and (4.21). The new pose (x’, 

y’, θ’) of the robot is given in the equation (4.22). 

 
[
𝒙′
𝒚′

𝜽′

] = [
𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒘𝜹𝒕) −𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒘𝜹𝒕) 𝟎
𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒘𝜹𝒕) 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒘𝜹𝒕) 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] [
𝒙 − 𝑰𝑪𝑹𝒙
𝒚 − 𝑰𝑪𝑹𝒚

𝜽
] + [

𝑰𝑪𝑹𝒙
𝑰𝑪𝑹𝒚
𝒘𝜹𝒕

] 
(4.22) 

Supposing that the robot moves with a linear velocity in the local frame shown in 

equation (4.23) and with an angular velocity shown in equation (4.24). The equation 

V2 



R l/2 

V1 

w 

θ 

ICR 
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which describes the generalized coordinate of the robot is given in equation (4.25). 

Vector of generalized velocities are given in equation (4.27).   

 𝒗 = (𝒗𝒙, 𝒗𝒚, 𝟎)𝑻 (4.23) 

 𝒘 = (𝟎, 𝟎, 𝒘𝒛)𝑻 (4.24) 

 𝒒 = (𝑿, 𝒀, 𝜽)𝑻 (4.25) 

 �̇� = (�̇�, �̇�, �̇�)𝑻 (4.26) 

 

[
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�

] = [
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽 −𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽 𝟎
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏
] [

𝒗𝒙

𝒗𝒚

𝒘𝒛

] 

(4.27) 

 Docking Simulations 

IR LEDs  are modelled as wireless transmission sources and IR receiver modules and 

IR phototransistors are modelled as proximity sensors in V-Rep software. The pseudo 

code below indicates the slave module’s actions until it is docked to a master module. 

The slave modules recieve the orientation data from the master module and change 

their own orientation (line 01-03, 08-16). The wireless communication is modelled by 

using dummy objects and streaming string data through the simulation (line 04-05). 

Once the orientations of the modules are set, slave modules request IR data flash from 

the master module (line 17-18). Slave modules decide which master module’s docking 

interface is the best option (line 27-36). If the selected docking interface is taken by 

another module, the slave module requests another face (line 37-41). If the interface is 

available the slave module requests an IR sequence which results the slave module 

deciding its relative position regarding to the master module (line 43-57). The slave 

module moves according the its position (line 57-61). Once its close enough it adjusts 

its position by smaller displacements and docks onto the master module (line 66-69). 

Once the docking dummy is detected by the connection proximity sensor, the dummy 

link connection is established (line 70-72).  

There are dummy objects placed on the docking interfaces where the IR LEDs are 

placed. These dummy objects are added to reduce the calculation costs to make the 
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proximity sensors detect only a specific object. IR data transmission is modelled using 

the wireless transmission objects, dummy objects and proximity sensors.  

PROGRAM VREP Slave Module Docking: 

01 READ Master Module ID 

02 READ Orientation From API Function 

03 SET Orientationmodule to Orientation  

04 READ XBeeIncomingData() 

05 SET XBeeIncomingID=string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,6,7) 

06 IF (WirelessGelenID==ModuleID)THEN 

07  SET Mission= string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,1,2) 

08 IF( Mission==”OR”)THEN 

09  READ reference orientation from the Master Module 

10  SET Orientationref = string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,3,5) 

11  WHILE (Orientationmodule < Orientationref)  

12   CALL RotateRobot(ClockWise) 

13  ENDWHILE 

14  WHILE (Orientationmodule > Orientationref)  

15   CALL RotateRobot(CounterClockWise) 

16  ENDWHILE 

17  IF(Orientationmodule ==Orientationref)THEN 

18   SET IRFLASH=TRUE 

19  ENDIF   

20 ENDIF 

21 SET FaceInfoMaster= string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,4,4) 

22 SET FaceInfoSlave= string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,5,5) 

23 ENDIF 

24 IF (WirelessMessageSend==Error)THEN 

25 CALL ResendMessage( ) 

26 ENDIF 

27 SET IRDetect to IR Receiver Module Data 

28 IF (IRFLASH==TRUE) THEN  

29 CREATE IRreadMatrix[ ][ ]=0 

30 CREATE FaceDecisionArray[ ]=0 

31 READ from IR Receiver Module  

32 SET IRreadMatrix[ ][ ] to IR received data 

33 COMPUTE max value index of FaceDecisionArray[] 

34  DETERMINE Face to Dock 

35 CALL CheckDockFaceVacancy( ) 

36 ENDIF 

37 IF (Face to Dock Not Available) THEN 

38 Request Available Dock Face 

39 GET AvailableMasterFacetoDock 

40 SET FaceInfoMaster= AvailableMasterFacetoDock 

41 SET FaceInfoSlave   

42 ENDIF 

43 IF (Face to Dock Available) THEN 

44 SET FaceInfoMaster 

45 SET FaceInfoSlave 

46 WHILE (docking not completed) 
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47  CALL RequestFlashIRLED1 ( ) 

48  READ from IR Receiver Modules 

49  CALL RequestFlashIRLED2 ( ) 

50  READ from IR Receiver Modules 

51  CALL RequestFlashIRLED3 ( ) 

52  READ from IR Receiver Modules 

53  SET IRDataPosition to data read from IR Receiver Modules 

54  READ from IR Phototransistor  

55  SET PTransistor1DETECT to data read from IR Phototransistor1 

56  SET PTransistor2DETECT to data read from IR Phototransistor2 

57  CASE OF  IRDataPosition        

58   IRareaD,E : CALL CrawlForward() 

59   IRareaA,B : CALL CrawlBackward() 

60   IRareaC : CALL DrivePos() 

61  ENDCASE 

62  IF (PTransistor1DETECT > 0 or PTransistor2DETECT > 0) THEN 

63   AdjustToDock=TRUE 

64  ENDIF 

65 ENDWHILE 

66 IF (AdjustToDock==TRUE) THEN 

67  CALL AdjustTheModule( )    

68  IF (PTransistor1,2DETECT > Threshold ) THEN 

69   CALL DrivePos( ) to DOCK 

70   IF (Docking dummy detected)THEN 

71    SET DummyLink 

72   ENDIF  

73  ENDIF   

74 ENDIF 

75 ENDIF 

76 END. 

The pseudo code of the master module during a docking simulation is given below. 

Master modules start the docking process by requesting the IDs of the slave modules 

to decide on the possible configuration (line 3-5). Master module sends its heading 

angle to the slave modules when they request it (line 09-11). Master module responds 

to the requests of the slave modules. Once the slave modules request an IR flash the 

master module flashes all the IR LEDs (line 15). If a module picks a docking interface 

before another the master module sends new docking interface data (line 19-22). IR 

sequence is started when slave modules received the docking interface information 

(line 28-37). If the modules do not receive the commands from the master module, 

master module re-sends the commands (line 38-40). Once a slave module docks onto 

the master module, the master module calculates the remaining modules to start the 

locomotion in the configuration mode (line 41-44). 

PROGRAM VREP Master Module Docking: 
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01 READ Orientation From API Function 

02 READ Available Faces 

03 CALL PresenceCheck( ) 

04 READ Slave Module IDs 

05 READ XBeeIncomingData() 

06 SET XBeeIncomingID=string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,6,7) 

07 IF (WirelessGelenID==ModuleID)THEN 

08  SET Mission= string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,1,2) 

09 IF( Mission==”OR”)THEN 

10  CALL SendOrientation(Orientationref, ModuleID) 

11 ENDIF 

12  SET FaceInfoMaster= string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,4,4) 

13 SET FaceInfoSlave= string.sub(XBeeIncomingData,5,5) 

14 IF( Mission==”IR”)THEN 

15  CALL IRFlash ( ) 

16  READ FaceToDockRequest 

17 ENDIF 

18  IF (Face to Dock Not Available) THEN 

19  GET AvailableFacetoDock 

20  SET FaceInfoMaster= AvailablerFacetoDock 

21  SET FaceInfoSlave   

22  CALL SendAvailableDockFace( ) 

23  ENDIF 

24  IF (Face to Dock Available) THEN 

25  SET FaceInfoMaster 

26  SET FaceInfoSlave 

27 ENDIF 

28 IF( Mission==”S1”)THEN 

29  CALL FlashIRLED1 ( ) 

30  ENDIF 

31 IF( Mission==”S2”)THEN 

32  CALL FlashIRLED2 ( ) 

33  ENDIF 

34 IF( Mission==”S31”)THEN 

35  CALL FlashIRLED3 ( ) 

36  ENDIF 

37 ENDIF 

38 IF (WirelessMessageSend==Error)THEN 

39 CALL ResendMessage( ) 

40 ENDIF 

41 IF (Docking Done) THEN 

42 SET DockingFace=”Not Available” 

43 INCREMENT NumberOfDockedModule 

44 ENDIF 

45 END 
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 Multi-Module Locomotion Modes 

ULGEN modules are supposed to perform locomotion in unknown environments and 

adapt the changing environment when it is needed. Hence, multi-module structures 

needed to be modelled. Therefore, gait tables are prepared for each locomotion type 

and structure.  

4.4.1 Inchworm Mode 

Inchworm mode can be formed by two modules. This configuration is similar to the 

crawling motion of a single module. However this locomotion mode can travel faster. 

Two ULGEN modules should be docked onto the wheel docking interfaces. Master 

module is in charge of synchronized motion. Inchworm locomotion is done by 

actuating four DC motors in sequences. Inchworms move in a continuous cycle of 

movement which propogates the whole system forward [1]. Figure 4.21 indicates an 

inchworm moving forward by anchoring its front legs while its body muscles tightens 

and pulls its body and legs on its back to front. Inchworm anchors its legs at the end 

of its body an moves its front legs and body forward. 

 

Figure 4.21 : Crawling gait of an inchworm. 

The motion pattern of this locomotion type consists of steps such as; anchoring the 

whole configuration, lifting the whole body and releasing it. Kinematic chain for the 

inchworm locomotion is shown in Figure 4.22. This kinematic chain is similar to the 

kinematic chain used in one module crawling locomotion. There are only two more 

joints added to the same chain. It should be noted that L1 equals to 45 millimeters, L2 

equals to 113 millimeters, L3 equals to 88.9 millimeters and L4 equals to L2 and L5 

equals to L1. The geometric constraint in equation (4.12) and (4.13) is also used in this 

kinematic chain.  
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Figure 4.22 : The kinematic chain of the inchworm gait. 

Table 4.3 : D-H parameters of the first pose of the locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

0 0     0     0 
1 Θ1 0 0 
2 Θ2 L1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

Θ4 
L2 

L3 
0 
0 

5 Θ5 L4 0 
6 Θ6 L5 0 

The transformation matrices can be obtained by looking at the single module crawling 

matrices. The homogenous transformation matrices should be adjusted to be fit for two 

module inchworm locomotion. The sequence of forward motion of two ULGEN 

modules connected on their wheel interfaces is shown in Figure 4.23. The kinematic 

relations used in the MATLAB kinematic analysis is similar to the trigonometric 

relations used in single module crawler. MATLAB kinematic analysis indicates that 

ULGEN modules can travel 125 millimeters in inchworm locomotion mode in one 

cycle. 

 

Figure 4.23 : Forward kinematics analysis of the inchworm locomotion. 
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The simulation for this locomotion is performed in V-Rep. There are some alterations 

in the poses of locomotion due to improve the travelling distance. The first and the last 

half bodies of the configuration are manipulated to anchor the system and push the 

whole system forwards. Figure 4.24 indicates how the ULGEN modules perform 

inchworm locomotion. The modules are standing still on the floor in the first pose of 

the locomotion. The first module’s half body that faces towards to the direction of 

travel rotates itself in order to pull the rest of the configuration forward. The rotation 

of the first half body creates an achor point. In the third pose, the motors which actuate 

the third and fourth joints rotate and pull up the body of the configuration thus, 

dragging the rear end of the configuration. In the fourth pose, the first half body and 

the last half body at the end of the configuration rotates. This actuation relieves the 

first half body of the anchor point while it anchors the last half body. The fifth pose 

lowers the whole body of the configuration while the last half body anchors the end of 

the configuration. Thus, the front of the system is moved forwards. The last pose of 

the locomotion includes releasing the last half module from the anchoring angle and 

making it parallel to the floor. 

 

Figure 4.24 : V-Rep simulation of the inchworm locomotion mode. 

Figure 4.25 indicates the travelling distance of the inchworm pose in V-Rep software. 

The system can move approximately 160 millimeters in one cycle.  
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Figure 4.25 : The total displacement of inchworm locomotion mode in one cycle. 

4.4.2 Gorilla Mode 

This locomotion mode requires two ULGEN modules connected to each other from 

the wheel docking interfaces. The locomotion principle for this mode is using half 

module actuator at the ends of the structure to pull the whole structure forwards. This 

locomotion s highly depended on the force which is generated by simply paddling the 

wheels on the floor. The force generated from the wheels should be large enough to 

overcome the static friction on the hexagonal bodies which are static on the floor. 

Figure 4.26 indicates the kinematic chain for the gorilla locomotion. Only the half of 

the configuration’s kinematics analysis has been made due to its symmetric structure. 

 

Figure 4.26 : The initial  position of the modules in gorilla locomotion mode. 

Table 4.4 indicates the D-H parameters of the kinematic chain. L1 is the distance 

between the wheel docking interface and the half body joint which equals to 49.45 

millimeters. L2 is the distance between two half body joints which equals to 113 
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millimeters. L3 is the link distance between the egde of the wheel and the half body 

joint which equals to 54.53 millimeters. 

Table 4.4 : D-H parameters of the first pose of gorilla locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

0 0     0     0 
1 Θ1 0 0 
2 Θ2 L1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

0 
L2 

L3 

90 
0 

The homogenous transformation matrix can be calculated using the matrices below for 

each link in equation (4.28) to (4.31). The transformation matrix is calculated using 

MATLAB. 

 

𝑇1 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟓𝟐. 𝟖𝟐
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.28) 

 

𝑇2 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝑳𝟏
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.29) 

 

𝑇3 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝑳𝟐
𝟎 𝟎 −𝟏 𝟎

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.30) 

 

𝑇4 = [

𝟏 𝟎 𝟎 𝑳𝟑
𝟎 𝟏 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.31) 

Two modules which are docked on each other on their wheel interfaces should rotate 

their half bodies which has the connected interface. Thus, the two halves of a module 

will have its joints vertical to each other. Once the initial position for the gorilla gait 

is achieved, the first pose of the locomotion can start. The end effectors of this 

configuration can be named as arms and the wheels at the ends can be named as hands 

while the static half bodies can be named as the body. The first pose of the locomotion 

includes rotating the arms towards to the travelling direction. Figure 4.27 indicates the 

initial position and the first pose of the gait.  
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Figure 4.27 : Forwards kinematics analysis of the initial position and the first pose 

of the gait. 

The second pose of the gait includes rotating the actuators which rotate the hand 

towards to the ground. The contact with the ground will anchor the configuration at 

that position and will lift the body. Thus, the frictional forces will be reduced. Figure 

4.28 shows how the wheels at the both ends of the configuration as it is called hands 

in this gait are propogated. It can be seen that in the figure the end effector is in contact 

with the ground. The arms are rotated 60° and the hands are rotated 76° as it is the 

angle of touch with the ground. 

 

Figure 4.28 : Forwards kinematic analysis of the second pose of the gait. 

The third pose moves the rest of the body forwards by applying force on the anchoring 

points at the end effector wheels. The total travelling distance in this gait is 

approximately 109 millimeters. Figure 4.29 shows the third pose of the gait. 
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Figure 4.29 : The position of the joints in the last pose of the gait. 

Figure 4.30 indicates the poses of the gorilla gait in V-Rep simulation. The modules 

are connected on their wheels and standing still on the ground. The system needs to 

switch its stance to the third pose in the figure below. Thus, central joints are rotated 

90 degrees. Once the half bodies at both ends of the configuration are rotated, central 

joints are rotated 90 degrees again. This time the configuration is set to the third pose 

and the system can start performing locomotion. Once the configuration for the first 

locomotion gait is achieved the motors which actuate the arms rotate and moves the 

arms forwards. When the arms reach to a certain angle, the motors which actuate the 

hands rotate and the wheels touch the ground and lift the body. The next pose rotates 

back the arms to the other direction. Thus, the force occuring on the wheels which 

touch the ground pulls the body forwards. The next gait includes rotating the arms and 

hands to the initial positions and repeating the whole cycle. 

 

Figure 4.30 : Two ULGEN modules performing gorilla locomotion in V-Rep 

simulation. 

1 5 
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Figure 4.31 indicates the changes in the total displacement when the arm is moved 30º 

and 60 º in V-Rep software.  

 

Figure 4.31 : The amount of total displacement if the arm is rotated 30 º and 60 º. 

The increase in the rotation of the arms in gorilla gait increases the travelling distance. 

Rotating the arms up to 60 degrees makes the whole system move 12.7 centimeters 

forward while rotating the arms up to 30 degrees moves the configuration 

approximately 9.15 centimeters. 

4.4.3 Five Module Differential Drive Skid Steering Mode 

This structure is formed by four slave modules docking onto each hexagonal docking 

interface of the master module. This structure allows a stable four wheel drive with 

twelve proximity sensors on its rear, front and sides. Four wheel differential drive 

mode allows the configuration raise and lower its body if it encounters any obstacle. 

This ability gives the whole structure to reconfigure itself without changing its actual 

configuration. Figure 4.32 shows how the five module skid steering mode structure 

change its pose and lower or raise its body. 

 

Figure 4.32 : Raised and lowered structure in four wheeled differential drive mode. 
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Four wheeled skid steering systems do not have steerable wheels and the rotation is 

achieved by lateral slippage [14]. Skid steering is a compact driving mode which 

requires less parts and joints compared to the other types of steering. However, skid 

steering requires more torque output when the system starts to decrease the turn radius 

or makes a point turn. As the turn radius decreases the system is exposed to a greater 

sideslip angles [5]. Skid steering maintains the turn of the system by manipulating the 

velocities of inner and outer wheels. In order to establish a turn the outer wheels should 

rotate faster and the inner wheels should rotate slower.  

Skid steering systems have separately controllable motorized wheels. Motorized 

wheels do not require transmission, differential, shafts and joints. These motorized 

wheels can be controlled independedly and yaw moment of the vehicle can also be 

controlled.  

The kinematic model of the skid steering configuration is based on three model 

assumptions; (1) mass of the center is located at the geometric center of the system, 

(2) the inner and outer wheel couples rotate at the same speed and (3) the terrain is 

firm and the wheels are always in contact with the terrain [26]. Figure 4.33 indicates 

the kinematic model of a skid steering system. The global frame (X,Y) and the local 

frame (x,y) is indicated in the figure. 

 

Figure 4.33 : The global and local coordinate frames and the dimension of the 

vehicle [26]. 

If its supposed that the system is moving on a plane with a linear velocity v=(vx, vy,0)T 

and rotates with an angular velocity of w=(0, 0, wz)
T. Lastly it should be acknowledged 

that θ indicates the orientation of the local coordinate with respect to the global frame. 
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The generalized coordinate frame of the robot is given as q=(X,Y,θ)T and the 

generalized velocities can be written as �̇� = (�̇�, �̇�, 𝜃)̇. The relationship between the 

local and the global frame yields a matrix which has given above in equation (4.27).  

Let wL indicate the angular speed of the wheels on the left side of the system and wR 

the angular speed of the wheels of on the right side of the system. Then the kinematics 

on the plane can be written as in equation (4.32). It should be acknowledged that vx 

and vy are the translational velocity, wz is the angular velocity and r is the radius of the 

wheel.  

 
[

𝑣𝑥

𝑣𝑦

𝑤𝑧

] = 𝑓 [
𝑟𝑤𝐿

𝑟𝑤𝑅
] 

(4.32) 

The ICR should be denoted as ICRl if its on the left side, ICRr if its on the right side 

and ICRG if its the robot body. The coordinates for all ICRs can be denoted for ICRl 

(xl, yl), for ICRr (xr, yr) and for ICRG (xG, yG). The geometric relation between the 

wheels and the coordinates as shown in equations (4.33) to (4.37). 

 

 𝑦𝐺 =
𝑣𝑋

𝑣𝑍
 (4.33) 

 𝑦𝑙 =
𝑣𝑋 − 𝑤𝑙𝑟

𝑤𝑍
 (4.34) 

 𝑦𝑟 =
𝑣𝑋 − 𝑤𝑟𝑟

𝑤𝑍
 (4.35) 

 𝑋𝐺 = 𝑋𝑙 = 𝑋𝑟 = −
𝑣𝑦

𝑤𝑍
 

(4.36) 

 
[

𝑣𝑋

𝑣𝑦

𝑤𝑍

] = 𝐽𝑤 [
𝑤𝑙𝑟
𝑤𝑟𝑟] 

(4.37) 

The elements of Jw matrix are shown below in equation (4.38). 

 
𝐽𝑤 =

1

𝑦𝑙 − 𝑦𝑟
[
−𝑦𝑟 𝑦𝑙

𝑥𝐺 −𝑥𝐺

−1 1
] 

(4.38) 
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The four wheeled configuration of the ULGEN modules have a symmetrical structure. 

Thus, the symmetricality makes the xG equal to 0 and the matrix has the following 

form in equation (4.39). The ICR tread value is given as y0=yl=-yr. 

 
𝐽𝑤 =

1

2𝑦0
[
−𝑦𝑟 𝑦𝑙

0 0
−1 1

] 
(4.39) 

The velocity of the system can be found as vl=wlr, vr=wrr. Equation (4.40) to (4.42). 

indicates the velocity of the system and angular velocity of the system. 

 
𝑣𝑋 =

𝑣𝑙 + 𝑣𝑟

2
 

(4.40) 

 𝑣𝑦 = 0 (4.41) 

 
𝑤𝑍 =

−𝑣𝑙 + 𝑣𝑟

2𝑦0
 

(4.42) 

Thus, the ICR of the path curvature can be calculated using the equation (4.43). 

 

 
𝑅 =

𝑣𝑙 + 𝑣𝑟

−𝑣𝑙 + 𝑣𝑟
𝑦0 

(4.43) 

The four wheeled skid steering configuration is simulated using V-Rep software. The 

most important benefit of this locomotion type is the ability of raising and lowering 

the body of the system. The actuators should be powerful enough to lift up or lower 

the body whenever it is needed. Figure 4.34 shows the torque data that is exerted from 

one of the four joints which actuates the body of the system. The system is lifted up to 

90 degrees to exert the highest torque from the actuators. The actuator exerts 

approximately 3.4 Nm to lift the body 90 degrees.  
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Figure 4.34 : The torque graph of the joint which lifts off the body of the 

configuration. 

Once the body is lifted or lowered, the hexagonal body joints should adjust the angle 

of the wheels in order to maintain contact of the wheels to the ground. The angle 

between the joints which lift the body and the joints which rotate the wheels should be 

30° smaller in order to maintain the contact. Figure 4.35 illustrates the final position 

of the wheels and the torque exerted from the joint which manipulates the wheel 

contact to the ground.  

 

Figure 4.35 : The torque graph of the joint which keeps the wheels at the desired 

angle. 

The distances between the wheels and the geometric center of the structure should be 

known to calculate the kinematics of the system and the position of the ICR. The 

distance between the geometric center on the x axis is given as 102 millimeters. The 

distance between a wheel and the geometric center can be calculated by adding 113 

millimeters to the cosine of the total length of the distance from the leg joint to the 

edge of the wheel. The distance are shown in the Figure 4.36. The distance of the 

wheel, L,  on y axis can be calculated as shown in equation (4.44). 
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Figure 4.36 : Dimensions between the joints in skid steering configuration. 

 𝐿 = 113 + (164.4 ∗ cos(𝛼)) (4.44) 

The wheels require the highest torque value when the structure is rotating around its 

center point. The lateral forces are the highest during the turn. The skid steer point turn 

has the largest side slip angle in which the direction of thrust provided by the wheels 

is almost perpendicular to the rotation vector which indicates the direction of motion 

while the structure rotates. Figure 4.37 indicates the torque exerted during a point turn 

when the system’s body is at the highest position and the lowest position. The graph 

on the left indicates the torque that is exerted from the wheels when the body is at the 

lowest position. The figure on the right shows the torque exerted from the wheels when 

the body is at the highest position.  

 

Figure 4.37 : The exerted torque on the wheels during point turn when the body is 

lifted and lowered. 
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4.4.4 Three Module Differential Drive Mode 

This mode has one master module and two slave modules. Slave modules are docked 

onto master module’s hexagonal docking interfaces. Master module handles the 

actuator function parameters to slave modules and slave modules send the proximity 

sensor values to the master module via XBee modules. Actuator commands can be 

send by 4 byte messages indicating the number of the motor and the rotation angle. 

Proximity sensor values are requested and sent using the same way of communication 

indicating the number of the hexagonal face. Hence, when slave modules get that 

command master controller communicates to the slave controller and slave controller 

sends back the proximity measurements. Figure 4.38 indicates three module 

differantial drive mode moving towards to an obstacle. 

 

Figure 4.38 : Three module Differential Drive mode structure avoiding walls. 

4.4.5 Two Wheel Steering Mode 

This mode has the same configuration with the four wheeled differential drive mode 

but with the difference during locomotion the two of the modules on the front of the 

structure can change the direction of the locomotion by rotating the central joints. This 

action makes the whole structure move like an automobile and turn in desired radius 

if needed. Two wheeled ackermann-like steering mode can be used for simulating car-

like robot experiments. Figure 4.39 illustrates the initial position of the modules and 

the structure performing a turn using the central joints and steering the wheels.  
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Figure 4.39 : The initial position of the modules and the position of the central 

joints.  

Two wheel steering, also known as single axle steering, is the most common steering 

system which has two wheels pivoted. The wheels follow curved paths with different 

radiuses if the configuration needs a turn. The rotation of the wheels determine the 

radius of rotation. However, the steering angles are depended on the vehicles 

dimensions. The steering angles are calculated from the geometry of the system. Figure 

4.40 illustrates the parameters of two wheel steering. It should be noted that, δ1 and δ2 

are the inner wheel heading angle and outer wheel heading angle respectively. O is the 

turn center location. R is the radius of rotation, the distance between the geometric 

center of the robot and the turn center location. L is the length of the robot and B is the 

width of the robot. S indicates the heading angle of the geometric center of the robot. 

 

Figure 4.40 : Geometric dimensions of the system [21]. 

The relation between the wheel steering angles and the turn center location is shown 

in the equations (4.45) to (4.47) below. It should be noted that L equals to 204 

millimeters, B  equals to 172.2 millimeters. The speed of the wheels should be 

calculated using the distances.  
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𝑆 = √𝑅2 − (
𝐿

2
)

2

 −
𝐵

2
 

(4.45) 

 
𝛿1 = tan (

𝐿

𝑆
) 

(4.46) 

 
𝛿2 = tan (

𝐿

𝑆 + 𝐵
) 

(4.47) 

The turn center location gets closer to the robot as the steering angles increase. The 

smallest radius that the robot can turn depends on the highest steering angle. Steering 

angles for both wheels are calculated for various turn center locations. Figure 4.41 

indicates the relation between the steering angle of both wheels and turn center 

location.  

 

Figure 4.41 : The steering angles calculated from the geometric dimensions. 

It can be seen that there is a limit for the radius of rotation that five module two wheel 

steering configuration can rotate. The MATLAB calculations indicate that the 

structure can turn with a turn center location at 290 millimeters away from the center 

of the structure. This distance yields a steering angle of 89° of rotation of inner wheel. 

Figure 4.42 shows the steering angles and turn center location distances with the 

minimum distance of turn.  
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Figure 4.42 : Steering angles when the joint constraint is applied. 

Five module two wheel steering configuration has a geometric constraint which 

defines the maximum angle of steering. The wheels should be steered more than the 

geometric constraint in order to prevent collision. Figure 4.43 illustrates the 

dimensions of the hexagonal bodies which may collide on each other if they are over 

rotated.  

 

Figure 4.43 : The dimensions of the joints and the collision constraint. 

The MATLAB simulations above calculate the steering angles of both wheels. Using 

this values the angle that hexagonal bodies collide can be calculated. The collision 

angles can be calculated using a simple geometric relation shown in equation (4.48). 

 64 ∗ cos(|𝛼 − 𝛿2|) + 48 ∗ cos (|𝜙 − 𝛿1|) = 113 (4.48) 

The equation above is calculated for each turn center radius value and the collision 

angle is found. It should be noted that α equals to 52.6° and ϕ equals to 35.6°. In order 

to be safe the maximum steering angle is selected by taking the distance between 

wheels 112 millimeters. This calculation yields that the maximum inner wheel steering 
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angle can be 54° and the outer wheel steering angle can be 28.5° respectively. Using 

these angles the minimum turn center location is calculated as 336 millimeters from 

the geometric center.  

The velocities of each wheel should be adjusted according to the turn radius during 

locomotion. Figure 4.44 indicates the speed of each wheel according to the change of 

turn center location. It is assumed that the system is on a curved path and turning to 

the right side of the robot. The highest rotation speed will be on the left front wheel 

due to its distance to the turn center location. Therefore, the highest rotation speed for 

this wheel is given as the highest rotation speed of the actuators, 32 RPM.  

 

Figure 4.44 : ICR position and wheel speed values when the collision constraint is 

applied. 

4.4.6 Explicit Steering Mode 

Wheel drive configuration modes bring out a structure which can change its driving 

mode without changing the configuration of the modules. Four-wheel explicit steering 

requires less torque output to overcome the frictional and lateral forces. Thus, the 

power consumption will be reduced using explicit driving. Explicit steering requires 

the least torque exerted from the wheel actuators due to the ability to steer all of the 

wheels. Explicit steering rotates the wheels to the direction of locomotion. Therefore, 

the skidding is minimized. Explicit steering brings out advantages such as; (1) higher 

steerability, (2) less power consumption and (3) better dead reckoning [21]. Explicit 

steering systems with centralized drive requires more joints and transmission parts. 

Hence, systems with actuators on each wheel are easier to implement this locomotion. 
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Figure 4.45 shows the orientation of the central joints during the explicit steering 

simulation. 

 

Figure 4.45 : Rotating central joints allow the structure to rotate in smaller radius. 

Similar to two wheel steering the steering angles are depended on the vehicle geometry 

in explicit steering mode. The configuration of the system is the same as the two wheel 

steering configuration. However, the rear wheels are also steerable by using the central 

joints. The rear wheels should be steered as the same amount of front wheels to keep 

the desired yaw rate value and also to control the lateral motion. Figure 4.46 illustrates 

the paramaters of the explicit steering locomotion. It should be noted that L indicates 

the length of the robot, B indicates the width of the robot, δ1 and δ2 indicates the inner 

wheel steering angle and outer wheel steering angle respectively. Point O indicates the 

turn center location, R indicates the turn radius of the geometric center of the system. 

S1 and S2 indicates the turn radius of the front and rear wheels.  

 

Figure 4.46 : Geometric dimensions which define the turn radius. 
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The relation between the wheel steering angles and the geometry of the system is given 

in the equations below. It should be acknowledged that L equals to 204 millimeters 

and B equals to 172.2 millimeters. The equations that define the steering angles are 

shown in equation (4.49) to (4.50). 

 

𝛿1 = tan (

𝐿
2

𝑅 −
𝐵
2

) 

(4.49) 

 

𝛿2 = tan (

𝐿
2

𝑅 +
𝐵
2

) 

(4.50) 

The turn center location of the explicit steering can closer to the robot compared to the 

two wheel steering configuration. Since the configuration is the exactly the same as 

the two wheeled steering configuration the geometric constraints and collision 

constraints of two wheeled steering can be used. However, the turn center locations 

will be different according to the wheel steering angles. Therefore, the turn center 

location and the wheel steering angles should be calculated. Figure 4.47 illustrates the 

relation between the steering angles and the turn center location. According to the 

graphs the structure can turn a radius of 189 millimeters. However, the collision 

constraint is neglected. 

 

Figure 4.47 : Steering angles of the wheels in explicit steering mode. 

The collision constraint of the hexagonal bodies during steering can be found in the 

equation (4.51). The maximum steering angle can be calculating using the MATLAB 

m file.  

 64 ∗ cos(|𝛼 − 𝛿2|) + 48 ∗ cos (|𝜙 − 𝛿1|) = 113 (4.51) 
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The equation above does not yield an angle which makes the hexagonal bodies collide. 

Figure 4.48 shows the four wheeled steering configuration turning on a 189 millimeter 

radius without a collision. It can be seen that explicit steering does not allow the system 

to make a point turn like the skid steering locomotion but it allows the configuration 

turn 189 millimeter radius from its geometric center.   

 

Figure 4.48 : The maximum amount that can central joints rotate in explicit steering 

mode. 

4.4.7 Five Module Crawler Mode 

This crawler mode allows a more stable crawling gait. Four slave modules are docked 

onto the master module’s hexagonal docking interfaces. Inchworm type crawling gaits 

can be unstable and fall onto its side if the structure is exposed to lateral forces during 

crawling. This gait is similar to the inchworm gait only with more modules. On the 

other hand, this type of locomotion has the advantage of docking autonomously unlike 

the inchworm locomotion. Five module crawler docks onto a master module’s 

hexagonal body docking interface. Inchworm mode requires wheel to wheel 

connection which requires to be done by the operator. Figure 4.49 illustrates a five 

module crawler configuration while performing locomotion.  
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Figure 4.49 : Modules performing crawling locomotion. 

The five module crawler mode has a similar kinematic chain to the inchworm mode. 

The kinematic chain for this locomotion mode is shown in Figure 4.50. The D-H 

parameters of the kinematic chain is given in Table 4.5.  

 

Figure 4.50 : The kinematic chain of the five module crawler mode. 

Table 4.5 : D-H parameters of the first pose of the locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

0 0     0     0 
1 Θ1 0 0 
2 Θ2 L1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

Θ4 
L2 

L3 
0 
0 

5 Θ5 L4 0 
6 Θ6 L5 0 

The homegenous transformation matrices that are used in two module inchworm 

crawler can be also used in this locomotion mode. The dimensions should be adjusted. 

The poses of the five module crawler locomotion, which are calculated using 

MATLAB using forward kinematics, are shown in Figure 4.51. The kinematic 

relations used in this analysis is similar to the trigonometric relations in the single 

module crawler. This locomotion moves the configuration 235 millimeters in one 

cycle. 
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Figure 4.51 : Forward kinematics analysis of the five module crawler mode. 

The simulation of the locomotion requires the modules the lift themselves above the 

ground and drag themselves forwards using the wheel parts as anchor points. Figure 

4.52 indicates first two poses of the gait in the V-Rep simulation. In the first pose, the 

modules are in the position which they connect and form the five module crawler 

configuration. The second pose of the locomotion includes lifting up the body on the 

front towards the direction of travelling. The front wheels are used as anchoring points 

which prevents the system slip backwards. The rear wheels should be not in contact 

with the ground. Thus, the front wheels can drag the rest of the system forwards. 

 

Figure 4.52 : The first two poses of the crawling locomotion in V-Rep simulation. 
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In the third pose of the crawler gait, the module in the center, which all the slave 

modules are docked onto, is lifted up as much as the system allows. The modules in 

the front and the back rotated the hexagonal body actuators 90 degrees. The wheels 

are in contact with the ground to prevent slippage. The fourth pose includes the 

pushing the modules in the front forwards. The wheels on the front are no longer in 

contact with the ground so that the actuator of the modules at the back of the 

configuration can push the front parts forwards. In the last pose, the modules are back 

at their initial joint angles and resting on the ground. Figure 4.53 indicates the third, 

fourth and the fifth poses of the gait.  

 

Figure 4.53 : Modules push themselves forwards to perform locomotion. 

The system travels approximately 210 millimeters in one cycle in the V-Rep 

simulation. The highest torque exerted from the joints are approximately 1.5 Nm which 

is below the maximum output that one joint can exert. Figure 4.54 indicates the graph 

of the displacement of the system. 

 

Figure 4.54 : Total displacement of the system in one cycle. 
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4.4.8 Comparison of Energy Consumption of Five Module Locomotion Modes  

The five module configurations which are assembled using the autonomous docking 

interfaces can switch between four wheel drive modes and crawler mode without 

changing its formation. The energy consumption of these locomotion modes are 

compared by calculating the total drawn current during the locomotion. The drawn 

current is calculated by logging the torque data of each joint and then by dividing the 

data with torque constant of the DC motors. Crawler mode, wheeled raised body and 

lowered body locomotion types are compared while they travelled 500 millimeters. 

Table 4.6 indicates the required battery capacity of the systems.  

Table 4.6 : Comparison of Required Energy to Perform Locomotion in Five Module 

Mode 

Mode Required Battery 
Capacity For an Hour 

Distance 
(mm) 

Time 
(s) 

Crawler 40.37 Ah 500 36.55 
Lowered Profile Drive 65 Ah 500 19.5 
Raised Profile Drive 79.2 Ah 500 19.95 

It can be seen on the Table 4.6 that perfoming locomotion on lowered body four wheel 

steering mode consumes the least energy and the most efficient locomotion mode of 

the five module locomotion.  

Finally the energy efficiency of the four wheeled driving modes can be compared. The 

four wheeled skid steering, two wheel steering and explicit steering modes are 

simulated in a V-Rep scene. All the systems are travelling on a 300 millimeters radius. 

All the locomotion modes are in raised profile drive mode. Table 4.7 indicates the 

required battery capacity for these steering types on the same rotation center distance.  

Table 4.7 : Comparison of Required Energy to Perform Locomotion in Five Module 

Mode 

Mode Required Battery 
Capacity For an Hour 

ICR 
(mm) 

Time 
(s) 

Skid Steering 39.41 Ah 300 10 
Two Wheel Steering 35.36 Ah 300 10 

Explicit Steering 33.35 Ah 300 10 

It can be seen from the Table 4.7 that explicit steering consumes the least energy during 

a turn on a specific radius.  
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4.4.9 Six Module Trot Walker Mode 

Six modules can form a quadrupped walker robot configuration. In this configuration, 

two modules are connected to each other by their wheel connection interfaces, forming 

the body of the structure. The four of the modules are operating as legs, connected to 

the hexagonal docking interfaces of the modules at the end of the body. The simple 

structure of the configuration allows it to travel in trot locomotion mode. Trot gait 

provides a faster locomotion compared to the other quadruped gait named as creep 

gait.  

 

Figure 4.55 : Six ULGEN modules in trot gait quadruped mode. 

Trot gait also known as amble gait is used by many animals including horses and dogs. 

Trot gait has dynamical stability where the system can not maintain its balance if it is 

stopped. The trot gait always keeps the CoM of the torso mounted by diagonal bracing. 

Locomotion with trot gait can be easily implemented in a quadruped robot [26]. The 

stability of this gait is directly related to the frequency of the legs moving forwards 

and backwards. If the legs are lifted from the ground, moved and placed faster the 

more stable the system will perform locomotion. The larger foot surface provides 

larger contact area with the ground and improves stability. Trot gait is performed by 

swinging two legs forwards while the other two is supporting the body and moving to 

the other direction. Two of the feet are lifted from the ground and the corresponding 

legs move them forwards while the other two legs rotate the other direction. The cycle 

repeats as soon as the feet are in contact with the ground but with the other pair of legs. 

Figure 4.56 illustrates a german shepherd performing trot locomotion.  
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Figure 4.56 : A dog performing trot gait [26]. 

Once the connection of the modules are completed and the configuration is formed, 

the system can form the first pose of the gait. However, the quadruped robot system 

has to lift the body and stand on its feet first. Figure 4.57 indicates the initial position 

of the modules after they are docked onto each other and the task distribution among 

them.  

 

Figure 4.57 : Initial positions of the modules in trot gait mode. 

The whole configuration can lift itself onto its feet using the actuators on its leg joints. 

It requires high torque output from the actuators to lift up the body and proceed into 

the initial position. The communication between the modules which has the task of 

being leg joints should be synchronized. Figure 4.58 illustrates the modules and their 

positions during and after lifting up the body. 

Right Front Leg 

Right Rear Leg Left Rear Leg 

Left Front Leg 
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Figure 4.58 : The module lifts off the body to form the first pose of the gait. 

Figure 4.59 shows the exerted torque during the initial position of the modules to the 

stance position of the modules. The torque data is collected from one of the leg joints. 

Each leg exerts approximately 2.24 Nm during the position change and once the stance 

position is maintained, leg joints exert 0.5 Nm continously in order to hold the body 

lifted. 

 

Figure 4.59 : The torque exerted from the leg joints during lift off. 

The trot gait has 2-beat timing which requires the movement of left rear and right front 

legs alternating with right rear and left front legs by the rotation of the hip joints. The 

length of the stride with respect to the length of the torso and legs, and the frequency 

of the motion between the front and rear legs establishes an efficient trot gait.  A time 

table is prepared for this gait and Table 4.8 illustrates the leg positions at different step 

times. 
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Joint 
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Table 4.8 : Timetable of the trot gait. 

Step Right Front Left Front Right Rear Left Rear 

Init 0 0 0 0 
1 L 0 0 L 
2 1 2 2 1 
3 0 L L 0 
4 2 1 1 2 

The “Init” step of the locomotion in the timetable, the whole system is standing on its 

feet. The position “0” means that the legs are in the initial angle and the foot joints are 

parallel to the ground. In the first step of the gait only the right front leg and left rear 

leg change position by rotating the hip joints to the desired angles. The configuration 

needs to lift of two of the feet above the ground so the system take a step forwards. In 

the timetable “L” means lifting the foot off the ground. In the second step of the gait 

the legs that have lifted off foot moves forward and lift down the foot. “1” indicates 

the moving forward the leg and putting the foot down. The pair of legs are actuated in 

opposite directions in the trot gait. “2” indicates the backwards movement of the by 

rotating the hip joint. In the second step of the gait, right front and left rear legs are 

moved forwards and right rear and left front legs are moved backwards. In the step “3” 

leg couples switch their tasks. The right front and left rear legs are taken the initial 

position and the left front and right rear legs are not contacting the ground. This 

transition between moving the legs forwards should be quick as much as possible to 

maintain the stability. The last step of the gait includes moving the left front and right 

rear legs forwards by rotating the relevant hip joints to the position “1” and rotating 

the right front and left rear legs backwards to the position “2”.  

The kinematic chain for one leg is prepared for this gait to determine the positions of 

the joints and the tip of the foot. Figure 4.60 illustrates the placement of the coordinate 

frames on a leg in the trot locomotion. 
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Figure 4.60 : The kinematic chain of a leg in trot gait mode. 

Table 4.9 indicates the D-H parameters of the kinematic chain given for a leg during 

trot gait. L1 is the distance between the hip joint and the leg joint which equals to 49.45 

millimeters. L2 is the distance between the leg joint and the foot joint which equals to 

113 millimeters. L3 is the distance between the foot, the face of the wheel contacting 

the ground and the foot joint. The distance equals to 49.45 millimeters. The angles θ2 

and θ3 indicates the angles between the hip joint and leg joint and leg joint and foot 

joint. 

Table 4.9 : D-H parameters of the kinematic chain which is used in creep 

locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

0 0     0     0 
1 Θ1 0 90 
2 Θ2 L1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

Θ4 
L2 

L3 

0 
0 

Manipulating Θ1 rotates the hip joint to the desired positions and manipulating Θ1 

rotates the leg joint and established the contact of the foot with the ground and lifts the 

foot off the ground. Θ3 indicates the position of the foot joint and this angle should be 

manipulated to ensure that the foot is parallel to the ground. It should be noted that Θ4 

equals to 0°. The matrices that are used to calculate the transformation matrix is shown 

below in equations (4.52) to (4.55). 
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𝑇1 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.52) 

 

𝑇2 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝑳𝟏
𝟎 𝟎 −𝟏 𝟎

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.53) 

 

𝑇3 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝑳𝟐
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.54) 

 

𝑇4 = [

𝟏 𝟎 𝟎 𝑳𝟑
𝟎 𝟏 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.55) 

The fastest gait can be achieved when the legs are moved forwards as much as possible. 

There are two major constraints in this gait: (1) containing the CoM in the contact 

aread which is formed by the foot contact points and (2) avoiding collision between 

legs during switching between poses of the gait. The positions of the CoM are 

calculated in the simulations in V-Rep software. In order to calculate the best gait the 

second constraint should be calculated. The optimal angle for the trot gait can be 

calculated using basic geometry. Figure 4.61 shows the distance between the legs and 

the distance between the hip joint and the edge of the wheel.  

 

Figure 4.61 : Distances between leg joints of the trot gait configuration. 
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The collision between two legs can only occur during the steps “2” and “4”. The hip 

joints rotate the legs along the wheel axis. Rotating the leg directly along the joint axis 

would try to lift the whole structure and make the system unstable. In order to prevent 

this happening the leg joint lifts the foot off the ground. Thus, hip joint can rotate the 

leg without touching the ground. Leg distances in the Fig.2222. above indicates that 

legs will not be colliding onto each other during trot gait. Even the legs are rotated 

upto 90° the feet will not reach each other because of the distance between hip joints 

is 325 millimeters and its bigger than two leg length combined. However, the collision 

risk appears on the hexagonal body during trot gait. If the leg is rotated above a certain 

angle the wheel will not be touching the ground instead the hexagonal body will touch 

the ground. The sudden change of the pivot point would make the gait shake and 

unstable. Therefore the maximum angle of the rotation should be selected according 

to this constraint. Figure 4.62 shows the geometric relation between the edge of the 

wheel and the edge of the hexagonal body.  

 

Figure 4.62 : The geometric constraint of the leg movement. 

The angle ϕ should be calculated to find the largest hip joint rotation value without any 

collision with the ground. The link with the length of 159.97 millimeters should not 

touch the ground. The angle ϕ should be rotated 11.07 degrees in order to make the 

edge of the hexagonal body to touch the ground. Using the kinematic chain given 

above in Figure 4.62 the position of the joints of a leg can be calculated. The Figure 

4.63 indicates the position of the joints using the transformation matrices of the 

kinematic chain. The legs are rotated 11.07° and -11.07° in the MATLAB simulation. 

When the hip joint is rotated -11.07° the leg is at position “2” and when the hip joint 

is rotated to 11.07° the leg is at the position “1”.  
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Figure 4.63 : The position of the leg joints in trot locomotion mode. 

Once the geometric constraint for the trot gait is calculated, a V-Rep simulation is 

prepared in order to obtain the orientation of the CoM of the system during the trot 

gait. The position of the CoM is indicated by the dummy objects that are created during 

the simulation and moved to the exact position of the CoM. Figure 4.64 indicates the 

position of the CoM during the “init” step of the gait which includes lifting the body 

on its feet. Black points indicates the dummy objects placed at the coordinates of the 

CoM. 

 

Figure 4.64 : Position of CoM from the initial position to lift off. 

Figure 4.65 shows the first step of the trot gait. The right front leg and the left rear leg 

is lifted off the ground at the position “L” according to the timetable. The left front leg 

and right rear leg are at the position “0”. The dummy objects are mostly located in the 

center of the configuration.  
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Figure 4.65 : The position of CoM in the first step of trot gait. 

Figure 4.65 shows the position of the CoM of the whole system during the second step 

of the locomotion. Left rear leg and right front leg is at the position “1” and the right 

rear and left front leg is at the position “2”.  The most of the dummy object which 

represents the CoM are mostly scattered around the geometric center of the 

configuration.  

 

Figure 4.66 : The position of CoM during the second step of the trot gait. 

The third step of the locomotion includes lifting  the left front leg and the right rear leg 

off the ground to the position “L”. Figure 4.67 indicates the positions of the CoM 

during the gait.  
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Figure 4.67 : The position of CoM during the third step of the trot gait. 

In the last step of the gait, the fourth step, the left rear leg and the right front leg are 

moved forwards to the position “1”. The right left leg and the left front leg are moved 

backwards to the position “2”. The position of the CoM are shown as black circles in 

the Figure 4.68. The CoM circles are placed inside the contact area and mostly located 

at the center of the configuration.  

 

Figure 4.68 : The position of the CoM when the legs are moved forwards in the last 

step of the gait. 

Figure 4.69 indicates the travelled distance during trot gait ignoring the stance step of 

the gait. The system travelled 348 millimeters in 14 seconds which gives out a velocity 

approximately 24.85 mm/s.  
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Figure 4.69 : The total displacement of the system in one cycle of locomotion. 

4.4.10 Caterpillar-like Structure Mode 

Modules can form a caterpillar-like structure and crawl. This locomotion type is 

efficient on sloped surfaces or on stairs. This type of crawling locomotion can be used 

instead of quadruped walking locomotion as it grants the system a simple, stable and 

robust locomotion. Crawling locomotion type succeeds where other locomotion types 

fail in some environments such as; tight passages or loose terrain. Quadruped type of 

locomotion offer exceptional discrete contact with the ground. On the other hand, this 

type of locomotion requires to compete with the problems including balancing the 

system, sensing and control. Crawler robots are almost impossible to tip over due to 

their high stability. Legged and wheeled robots keep their center of gravity by the 

contact points on the ground which forms a polygon. However, crawler robots directly 

touch the ground with most of their bodies [10]. Figure 4.70 shows the caterpillar 

structure in a V-Rep simulation scene. 

 

Figure 4.70 : Caterpillar-like crawler structure. 
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Crawler robots require more energy due to the higher friction forces compared to the 

legged or wheeled robots. Nonetheless, the loss can be compansated because of the 

limblessness of the structure. Crawler robots do not require energy to stand their bodies 

up and support itself [20].   

The gait is performed by propogating the modules from rear to the end as wave forms. 

The modules which touch the ground will prevent the slipping. The gait pattern is 

shown in Figure 4.71. 

 

Figure 4.71 : The steps of articulating the body parts to move forwards [10]. 

The distance travelled by the robot and the average velocity of the robot can be 

calculated. Calculating the relation between link angles and the speed of actuators can 

be used to optimize this locomotion. The distance traveled in one crawl cycle can be 

calculated using the equation (4.56) where θ is the joint angle and L is the module 

length [10]. 

 𝒙 = 𝟐𝑳 − (𝟐𝑳 ∗ 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽)) (4.56) 

Figure 4.72 indicates the change of travelling distance over link angles. 
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Figure 4.72 : The increase of link angles increases the total displacement. 

The gear ratio on the half body actuators increases the period of the DC Motors on half 

bodies. Half body actuators can rotate half bodies with a period of 1.875 s/rev. The 

actuators rotate up to 2θ degrees excluding the first pose and the last. The total amount 

of rotation can be calculated considering the poses of the gait. Figure 4.73 indicates 

the model created in V-Rep for caterpillar like crawling gait. There are four ULGEN 

modules connected in series and the gait is composed of ten poses. Six of the joints 

rotate 2θ degrees and two of the joints rotate θ degrees. Therefore, the total amount of 

rotation can be calculated by adding up the actuation in DC motors. Equation (4.57) 

indicates the amount of rotation in one crawl cycle. 

 𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍𝑹𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝟖 ∗ (𝟐𝜽) + 𝟐𝜽 = 𝟏𝟖𝜽 (4.57) 

 

Figure 4.73 : The poses of the caterpillar-like gait in V-Rep simulation. 
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The time required to complete a cycle can be calculated using the total actuation angle 

and DC motor period. Equation (4.58) indicates the DC motor period. 

 
𝒕 = 𝟏𝟖𝜽 ∗

𝟏. 𝟖𝟕𝟓

𝟐 ∗ 𝝅
 

(4.58) 

The velocity can be calculated using the distance traveled and the required time to 

complete a cycle. Equation (4.59) indicates how velocity of the configuration changes 

with the link angle. 

 
𝒗 = 𝟐𝑳 ∗

(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝜽)

𝒕
 

(4.59) 

Figure 4.74 indicates the relation between the link angle and gait velocity. 

 

Figure 4.74 : The change of the velocity with the link angle. 

It can be seen that higher link angles allow higher rates of displacement. When the link 

angle is 45°, robot can travel with a velocity of 3 mm/s. Therefore, theta value is 

assigned as 45° in the V-Rep simulation.  In the V-Rep simulation of this gait, the first 

and the last half bodies are also actuated according to the locomotion to anchor the 

whole configuration. Thus, some additional locomotion can be gained and the system 

can anchor itself to a point. Figure 4.75 indicates the total displacement and the linear 

velocity of the configuration in V-Rep simulation performing caterpillar-like 

locomotion. The total displacement can be seen approximately as 7.5 cm in one cycle. 

The average velocity can be calculated as 3.55 mm/s. The average velocity in the 

simulation is higher than the theotretical speed which is approximately 3 mm/s. The 

reason behind the higher simulation velocity is that, the first and the last half bodies 
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are actively used in the simulation gait to push the configuration forward and anchor 

the whole body whenever it is needed. 

 

Figure 4.75 : Displacement and velocity data taken from the V-Rep simulation. 

4.4.11 Eight Module Quadruped Structure Mode 

Nine modules can configure quadruped robot structure. Each leg consists of two 

modules, one of them is the upper joint connected to the body and the other is the lower 

joint which contact with the ground. This structure can switch the locomotion mode 

by rotating its central axis 90°. Thus, the upper joint module can have a new axis 

orientation which allows the walker robot to move either like an insect or a mammal. 

Figure 4.76 indicates the creep walker structure in a V-Rep simulation scene. 

 

Figure 4.76 : Insect-like quadruped walker simulation in V-Rep software. 

Creep gait is mostly used by cats in the nature and it is observed that it also used by 

deers in the nature when they are travelling on an uneven terrain. Creep gait has static 

stability unlike trot gait which has dynamic stability. Both of the legs are lifted from 

the ground and landed in the trot gait which has continuous locomotion. Creep gait has 
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a stable tripod stance where three of the legs are touching the ground. The stable tripod 

stance is performed by the grounded legs which establish a triangular geometry that 

holds the center of the mass inside of the triangle. Center of the mass should be held 

in this geometry in every pose of the gait. As the lifted leg moves forward the legs 

which form the tripod shifts the body forwards. This type of a secure movement which 

moves the body forwards once the suspended leg touches down to the ground improves 

stability [16]. Figure 4.77 indicates how the center of the mass is kept inside the 

triangle geometry. 

 

Figure 4.77 : Center of the mass should be inside the triangle to perform a stable 

gait. 

Once the connections between modules are formed and the configuration can set itself 

to the first pose of the locomotion. This requires the docked modules to lift itself and 

rotate the central joints which rotates the legs forward and backwards. Figure 4.78 

indicates the initial position of the configuration. The modules are docked to each other 

and ready to switch to the quadruped locomotion type.  

 

Figure 4.78 : The initial position of the docked modules in creep gait. 
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The configuration lifts itself on its feet which are the wheel of the modules at the ends 

of the configuration, by using the actuators in the modules which has the leg task. This 

part of the gait requires the most energy and the torque output. Hence, the actuation of 

the legs should be highly synchronized. Figure 4.79 shows the whole configuration 

lifting itself up by using the actuators on the leg modules. 

 

Figure 4.79 : The configuration in stance pose before performing creep locomotion. 

Lifting the whole body of the configuration requires the highest torque output from the 

leg actuators in this configuration. The required torque output can reach approximately 

3.75 Nm. Figure 4.80 indicates the exerted torque from the leg actuator in the process 

of lifting the configuration up to its feet.  

 

Figure 4.80 : The torque output of the leg joint while lifting the whole system up to 

the stance position. 

The last pose before the whole configuration can perform creep locomotion is rotating 

the hip joints. The central joints are rotated 90° in order to use the hexagonal body 

joints to move legs forwards or backwards. The verticality of the hip joints is a key for 

this locomotion type where a smooth contact with the ground is important. Figure 4.81 

Leg Joint 
Foot 

Foot Joint 
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illustrates the rotation of the hip joints and verticality of their orientation to the leg 

joints. 

 

Figure 4.81 : The actuation of the hip joints and the final position of the hip joints. 

The creep gait has 4-beat timing which includes moving all the legs forwards in each 

beat. All the beats include one of the legs moving forward to the furthest distance. 

Each leg moves backwards slowly during the other three beats and in every beat one 

of the leg is moved forwards. This cycle of movement repeats as the robot moves 

forwards. The timetable for creep gait is given in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 : Timetable of the creep gait. 

Step Right Front Left Front Right Rear Left Rear 

Init 0 0 0 0 
1 4 2 1L 3 
2 1L 3 2 4 
3 2 4 3 1L 
4 3 1L 4 2 

In the “Init” step in the timetable, the whole system is standing on its all of the feet. 

This step is achieved before the system can perform creep locomotion. Once the 

system is not in the “Init” step, all of the leg modules and hip joints are actuated 

regarding to the timetable. In the timetable “1” indicates the actuation of the hip joint 

which will rotate the indicated leg to the furthest distance forwards. This step is also 

includes lifting off the foot of the indicated leg. “L” means lifting the foot and lowering 

the foot and maintaining contact with the ground once the hip joint completed moving 

the leg forwards. “2”, “3” and “4” indicates the positions of the legs while they are 

Hip Joint 
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moving backwards by the rotation of the hip joint to the opposite direction compared 

to the “1”. Once a leg finishes step “1” it gradually goes backwards in “2”, “3” and 

“4”. This backwards motion pushes the whole system forwards when all four of the 

legs are synchronized. Position “2” starts to move the leg backwards approximately 

one thirds of the distance traveled in position “1”. Position “3” moves the leg 

backwards as same amount as it is travelled in “2”. In position “4” the leg is rotated to 

the furthest position backwards.  

A kinematic chain is prepared which includes hip and leg joints, to determine the joint 

position during the poses of the creep gait. Figure 4.82 shows the coordinate frames 

associated to a leg of the creep locomotion configuration.  

 

Figure 4.82 : The kinematic chain of the gait including hip,leg and foot joints. 

Table 4.11 indicates the D-H parameters of the kinematic chain. L1 is the distance 

between the static body and the hip joint which is equal to 113 millimeters. L2 is the 

distance between the hip joint and the leg joint which equals to 98.9 millimeters. L3 is 

the distance between the leg joint and the foot joint which equals to 113 millimeters. 

Finally, L4 is the distance between the foot joint and the foot which equals to 49.45 

millimeters. 
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Table 4.11 : D-H parameters of the kinematic chain which is used in creep 

locomotion. 

 (θi) (ai) (αi) 

0 0     0     0 
1 Θ1 0 90 
2 Θ2 L1 0 
3 
4 

Θ3 

Θ4 
L2 

L3 

0 
0 

5 Θ5 L4 0 

It should be noted that θ1 indicates the orientation of the body which equals to 0° in 

this gait. Θ2 indicates the angular position of the hip joint which is depended to the 

pose of the gait. Θ3 indicates the orientation of the leg joint and this value changes 

during the gait when the feet are needed to lift up or put down. Θ4 determines the 

position of the foot and its value is set to 20° to make sure the foot is parallel to the 

ground. Finally Θ5 equals to 0°. The matrices which are used to calculate the 

transformation matrix of the hip, leg and foot joints are shown in equations (4.60) to 

(4.64). 

 

𝑇1 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟏) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.60) 

 

𝑇2 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝑳𝟏
𝟎 𝟎 −𝟏 𝟎

𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟐) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟐) 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.61) 

 

𝑇3 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝑳𝟐
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟑) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟑) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.62) 

 

𝑇4 = [

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟒) −𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟒) 𝟎 𝑳𝟑
𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽𝟒) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽𝟒) 𝟎 𝟎

𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.63) 

 

𝑇5 = [

𝟏 𝟎 𝟎 𝑳𝟒
𝟎 𝟏 𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎 𝟎 𝟏

] 

(4.64) 
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In order to have the fastest gait the legs should be moved forward and backwards as 

much as possible. There are two constraints in this gait: (1) avoiding collision between 

the legs on the same side of the robot and (2) keeping the CoM inside the triangle 

which is formed by the legs which are contacting the ground. The CoM of the 

configuration is calculated in the V-Rep simulations and the optimal joint angles are 

selected. Figure 4.83 shows the distance which legs can travel during poses. It should 

be noted that the initial value of the angle φ equals to 19.9°. 

 

Figure 4.83 : The distance between legs and possible collision points. 

When the hip joint is actuated the legs move on the path of a radius equal to the 

distance between the hip joint and the center of the wheel which has the task of foot. 

The maximum amount of travel can be achieved by the largest value for α considering 

the non-collision constraint. In this phase of the gait optimization the location of CoM 

will be neglected. R indicates the radius of the link between the hip joint and the foot 

which equals to 167.5 millimeters. Considering the distance between legs in the initial 

position is 102 millimeters, the maximum angle of rotation for the hip joint can be 

calculated. The distance between two hip joints is equal to 204 millimeters. The 

geometry forms a isosceles triangle and the α values can be calculated. Using the law 

of cosines in equation (4.65) to (4.67) on the isosceles triangle the angles can be 

calculated. Figure 4.84 indicates the triagle that is formed by the legs during creep gait.  

R 

R 

102 mm 
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Figure 4.84 : The triangle that is formed by the legs. 

 
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 =

1602 + 1602 − 2042

2 ∗ 160 ∗ 160
= 0.187 

(4.65) 

 𝜙 = arccos(0.187) = 79.21° (4.66) 

 𝛼 = 90 − 50.39 = 37.52° (4.67) 

The other two angles, α, are equal to the half of the value of ϕ. As menioned above the 

initial angle between the edge of the foot and the hip joint is given as φ which has the 

value of 19.9°. Substracting the initial angle from the maximum rotation angle, the 

required rotation of the leg can be calculated as 17.62°. Hence, the legs should be 

rotated 17.62° forwards and backwards to travel with the maximum velocity without 

a collision. The joint positions of the creep gait during moving one leg forwards can 

be calculated using the kinematic chain in Figure 4.82 and using the transformation 

matrices related to this chain. Figure 4.85 indicates the position of the joints in the 

kinematic chain after the leg is rotated 17.62° and -17.62°. 

 

Figure 4.85 : The maximum hip joint rotation without collision. 

The distance travelled by the foot from -17.62° to 17.62° can be seen in the Fig.22222. 

In position “1”, the hip joint will be rotated 17.62° and in position “4” hip joint will be 

rotated -17.62°. 

α 

α 
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Figure 4.86 : The relation between the hip joint angle and leg end effector position. 

The V-Rep simulation is prepared and simulated in order to calculate if the CoM stays 

inside the triangle that is formed by three of the legs while the system is rotating the 

hip joints at the maximum amount of 17.62°. The positon of CoM is indicated with 

dummy objects in the simulation. In every 0.25 seconds of the simulation time a 

dummy object is created in black color at the exact position of the CoM. Figure 4.87 

indicates the position of the CoM in the initial position to the stance position of the 

gait.  

 

Figure 4.87 : The orientation of the legs in the initial step. 

Figure 4.88 indicates the position of CoM during the first gait of the creep locomotion. 

The system is performing the first step of the locomotion according to the Table 

4.11.The right rear leg is in position “1L” which is in not in contact with the ground 

and in the furthest forwards position while the right front leg is in the position “4”. 

Black points in the figure represents the dummy objects created at the position of CoM 

during the simulation. The CoM remains in the triangle maintaining the tripod stability. 

Left Front 

Left Rear 

Right Front 

Right Rear 
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Figure 4.88 : The position of CoM in the first pose of the creep gait. 

Figure 4.89 indicates the second step of the creep gait and the position of the CoM. In 

this pose the right front leg is in position “1L”,  moved forwards and not in contact 

with the ground. The left rear leg is in position “4”, moved to the back further away. 

This pose establishes a stable stance while the CoM remained in the triangle. 

 

Figure 4.89 : The position of CoM in the second pose of the creep gait. 

The third step of the creep locomotion includes moving the left rear leg forwards to 

17.62°. The left rear leg is in position “1L” and the left front leg is in position “4”. 

Figure 4.90 indicates how the CoM changes during this step of the gait. 

 

Figure 4.90 : The position of CoM in the third pose of the creep gait. 
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The last step of the creep gait includes moving the left front leg to the position “1L” 

by rotating the hip joint 17.62°. Right rear leg is moved to the position “4” by rotating 

the relevant hip joint -17.62°. Figure 4.91 indicates how CoM of the system changes 

during the fourth step of the gait.  

 

Figure 4.91 : The position of CoM in the last pose of the creep gait. 

Figure 4.92 indicates the total travelled distance during the creep gait simulation. The 

average speed of the configuration is approximately 8.09 mm/s. 

 

Figure 4.92 : The total displacement in one cycle of the creep gait. 

4.4.12 Five Module Climber 

Five module configurations can drive on its wheels, perform crawling locomotion and 

perform quadruped trot locomotion. The robotic structure can perform a stable 

locomotion using these gait types on a flat surface. However, if the configuration 

encounters a slope it can not travel on it using it wheel due to the geometric constraints. 

The hexagonal bodies contact the terrain before the wheels can have a contact on a 

sloppy terrain. Therefore, the wheels can not move the structure. Five module crawler 
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and five module quadruped configurations may tip over if the terrain is uneven. In 

some poses of these locomotion types CoM is placed above from the ground. Hence, 

the uneven terrain may create a momen that robot can not stabilize itself from. 

Therefore, five module climber mode is implemented to the ULGEN system. This 

locomotion mode is used by SuperBot modules [25]. Figure 4.93 shows the five 

module configuration climbing a 19° slope.  

 

Figure 4.93 : The climber configuration on a slope. 

The first pose of the locomotion begins as the modules are locked onto each other on 

the hexagonal docking interfaces and resting on the ground. In the second pose central 

joints are rotated 180°. Thus, moving the structure forwards. In the third pose the 

central joints are at 180°. Figure 4.94 indicates the first three poses of the gait. 

 

Figure 4.94 : The central joints rotates the half bodies to move forwards. 

In the fourth pose, the half bodies which move the structure forwards are lifted off the 

ground. In the fifth pose of the gait, the central joints are rotated from 180° to 0° in 

order to release the torsion on the cables which connects the electronic components on 

one half body to another. The mechanical structure allows the central joints rotate a 

complete cycle. However, there is a chance of some cables getting twisted and broken 
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during a 360° turn. The last pose of the gait includes moving the hexagonal bodies to 

the initial positions. Figure 4.95 illustrates the last three poses of the gait. 

 

Figure 4.95 : The central joints are rotated back to the initial orientation. 

Four of the central joints rotate at the same time and move the five module structure 

forwards. The torque load is divided into four joints, Figure 4.96 indicates the exerted 

torque from one of the central joints of the configuration.  

 

Figure 4.96 : The exerted torque from one of the central joints during the gait. 

4.4.13 Five Module Configuration Navigating Around the Obstacles 

Modular robotic systems are capable of travelling in unknown terrains as they adapt 

to the changes in the environment. Therefore, a V-Rep simulation prepared including 

four wheeled drive mode and climber mode to illustrate the capabilities of the system. 

There are five ULGEN modules and the proximity sensors and IMU are used in the 
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simulation. The scene of the simulation includes two sections of walls, the first section 

has a debris obstacle and the second section has a narrow passage. There is a sloppy 

terrain placed outside the walls that the system needs to climb. Figure 4.97 shows the 

general structure of the scene.  

 

Figure 4.97 : The obstacles of the scene in the simulation. 

In the first part of the algorithm the configuration sets the configuration to skid steering 

as default. Once the body is lifted off and the transformation is completed, the system 

takes readings from the gyroscope and compass modules of the IMU (line 1-3). The 

robotic structure makes a point turn until it is reached to the heading goal. When the 

readings from the IMU matches the predefined heading goal, the system stops and 

move forwards(line 6-14). The robot reaches to the wall and the wall is detected by its 

proximity sensors on the front (line 17-29). The algorithm works similarly to the bug 

algorithm. The system detects the wall rotates 90° around itself and moves forwards. 

The proximity sensors on the left are used to make sure that the system moves parallel 

to the wall by measuring the distances (line 31-41). Figure 4.98 shows how the system 

moves before it reaches the debris. 
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Figure 4.98 : The configuration of the modules are approaching to the wall. 

As the system follows the wall it reaches to the debris where it detects a sudden change 

on the readings of proximity sensors. The system measures the time until the gap is 

passed behind and the width of the gap can be measured by using the data of the 

angular speed and the time interval (line 41-43). If the gap is wide enough the system 

stops and makes a -90° point turn (line 44-47). When the point turn is completed, the 

system detects the debris on the sensors on top of the structure. However, the lower 

placed sensors do not detect an obstacle (line 50). Therefore, the structure decides to 

lower its body and move beneath the debris. Once the system moves beneath the debris 

and reaches the next wall it rotates 90° defaultly and follows the wall. The robot 

reaches the junction of the walls and decides to turn 90° around again. However, the 

heading of the robot is directly the opposite direction of the heading goal (line 21-23). 

Hence, the robot decides to do a 180° turn and go the other way. Figure 4.99 indicates 

the steps of the simulation before the robot reaches to the narrow passage.  
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Figure 4.99 : The system moves under the debris and follows the wall. 

The last part of the simulation includes passing through the narrow passage and keep 

moving to the heading goal and climbing the hill. The system measures the narraw 

passage as it measures the gap under the debris. However, the width of the gap is 

smaller this time so that, the system needs to lift the body off the ground and rotate the 

legs 90° (line 51). As the system moves through the narrow passage its IMU sensor 

detects the change on the systems orientation as it drives on the hill. The geometric 

constaint will prevent the system drive on a slope higher than 8°. Thus, when the IMU 

detects 8° of slope the four wheeled configuration switches to the climber mode and 

move towards to the goal (line 54-56). Figure 4.100 indicates how the whole system 

moves through the narrow passage and climbs up hill. 

 

Figure 4.100 : The system moves through the gap and climbs the hill. 
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PROGRAM GoToHeadingGoal: 

01 GET HeadingGoal 

02 READ Orientation From API Function 

03 SET Orientationconfig to Orientation 

04 CALL ProximitySensorDetect( ) 

05 READ GyroReadPitchAngle from API Function 

06WHILE (Orientationconfig < HeadingGoal AND “NoDetection”))  

07 CALL SkidRotate(ClockWise) 

08 ENDWHILE 

09 WHILE (Orientationconfig > HeadingGoal AND “NoDetection”))  

10 CALL SkidRotate(CounterClockWise) 

11 ENDWHILE 

12 WHILE (Orientationconfig == HeadingGoal AND “NoDetection”) 

13 CALL DriveForward( ) 

14 ENDWHILE 

15 CASE OF ProxySensorDetect      

16 “NoDetection”      :  

17  “AllFrontSensors”: SET TempGoal=HeadingGoal-90 

18            WHILE (Orientationconfig < TempGoal)  

19         CALL SkidRotate(ClockWise) 

20            ENDWHILE 

21            IF( TempGoal==Heading-180)THEN 

22             SET TempGoal=HeadingGoal 

23            ENDIF 

24            WHILE (Orientationconfig > HeadingGoal)  

25      CALL SkidRotate(CounterClockWise) 

26                       ENDWHILE 

27            WHILE (Orientationconfig < HeadingGoal)  

28      CALL SkidRotate(ClockWise) 

29                       ENDWHILE 

30            ENDIF 

31      “SideSensors”   : READ DistSideProx1,2    

32            IF(DistSideProx1>DistSideProx2)THEN 

33            SkidRotate(CounterClockWise) 

34           ENDIF 

35           IF(DistSideProx1<DistSideProx2)THEN 

36            SkidRotate(ClockWise) 

37           ENDIF 

38                     IF(DistSideProx1== DistSideProx2)THEN 

39            DriveForward( ) 

40          ENDIF 

41          IF(DistSideProx1,2 == null )THEN 

42           GET SimulationTime( ) 

43           CALCULATE GapSize 

44           IF(GapSize>=RobotSize)THEN 

45             WHILE (Orientationconfig > HeadingGoal)  

46      CALL SkidRotate(CounterClockWise) 

47                       ENDWHILE 

48           ENDIF 

49         ENDIF 
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50     “TopSensors” : CALL LowerTheStructure( ) 

51     “BottomSide” : CALL RaiseTheStructure( )     

52   “FrontBottom”:                

53 ENDCASE 

54 IF (GyroReadPitchAngle>=8 AND ProxySensorDetect ==”FrontBottom”)THEN 

55 CALL ClimberMode( ) 

56 ENDIF 

57 END. 
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 EXPERIMENTS 

 Single Module Locomotion Experiments 

Crawling locomotion of the module can be seen in Figure 5.1. One single crawling 

cycle can move the module approximately 17 millimeters on a carpet. If the module 

has to move in crawl mode, it can change its movement direction by rotating the 

wheels. Differential drive mode can be achieved by rotating wheels to desired 

positions or controlling the speed of the wheels. The module in differential drive mode 

can travel up to 5.27 meters per minute on a flat surface. 

 

Figure 5.1 : Crawling mode experiment.  

Differential drive can be done by rotating wheels to desired positions or controlling 

the speed of the wheels. It is observed that direction of the movement can change in 

time due to the unbalanced nature of an individual module’s differential drive 

locomotion. If a module is accelerating on its wheels inertial forces are applied on the 

half modules. Hence, during acceleration the hexagonal bodies touch the ground and 

force the module to change its direction without any prediction. This problem can be 

solved if differential drive mode is approached as an inverted pendelum problem. 

Figure 5.2 shows a module driving on its wheels. 

 

Figure 5.2 : Differantial drive mode of the module. 

Figure 5.3 shows one module of ULGEN travelling on a desired radius by 

manipulating the speed of the wheels. The encoders on the DC motors which drive the 

wheels send the pulses to the microcontroller. Microcontroller collects the data by 
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running an interrupt routine. Using a timer on the microcontroller the amount of pulses 

that are collected from the encoders are calculated. The speed of a wheel can be 

calculated using the number of pulses data and the time elapsed. The DC motors on 

ULGEN rotates a full turn in each 12000 pulses and the speed is measured every 50 

microseconds. The setpoint of the PI controller is selected according to the radius that 

robot should turn around. The PWM signals are sent to the DC motor driver modules 

in order to reach to the desired speed. 

 

Figure 5.3 : ULGEN module travelling on differential drive mode. 

Figure 5.4 shows a module recovering from a sidefall by using the central joint. The 

ability to recover from falls onto the side of the module can be useful if the modules 

are travelling on an uneven terrain. The fault can be detected by the IMU module’s 

accelerometer by measuring the change of the gravitational acceleration on the IMU 

axises. Once the fault is detected, module rotates the central joint DC motor and 

controls the position by counting the pulses from the encoder. 

 

Figure 5.4 : ULGEN module recovering from the sidefall. 
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In Figure 5.5 an additional hexagonal docking interface is placed to the docking 

grooves on the module’s hexagonal docking interface. The docking pin on the 

hexagonal docking interface triggers the docking mechanism by touching the 

mechanical switch. The docking DC motor rotates the main shaft 90º controlled by a 

PID controller. The setpoint is set to the predefined potentiometer reading from the 

ADC module of the microcontroller.  

 

Figure 5.5 : Docking mechanism rotates the docking pin. 

 Docking Experiment 

In order to conduct the docking experiment the docking sensors and the software has 

to be realized on the prototypes. Firstly, the docking IR receivers and IR LEDs are 

tested to check if it is possible to receive the data according to the field of view angles 

on the datasheet. Two hexagonal bodies are used in this experiment. One of them as 

the receiver and one of them as the sender. The floor is marked to be as a grid map 

hence, the receiver can be moved around the sender. Sender is placed to the origin 

(0,0) point of the grid map. Figure 5.6 shows the experimental setup of the docking 

test. 

 

Figure 5.6 : IR Docking Field of View Experiment. 

1 2 3 
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Measurements are recorded during the test and results are plotted in Figure 5.7 Each 

color represents a different set of data that is received. The receiver module is only 

placed on the left hand side of the sender. This is preferred because of the 

symmetricallity of the sensor placement. 

 

Figure 5.7 : Received data from the IR receiver modules on coordinate frame. 

The docking algorithm is tested according to the received IR data results. Instead of a 

master stationary module a dummy docking station is used in the test. The docking 

station is placed approximately 1In the first phase of Figure 5.8, the mobile slave 

module is placed in front of the docking station. In the second phase the mobile module 

rotates itself until it is parallel to the dock station. In the third phase, module keeps 

moving towards the docking station by deciding its relative position using the received 

IR data. In the fourth phase, the mobile module gets closer to the center of the docking 

interface. In the last phase, mobile module moves forwards driving on its wheels. It 

can be seen that, there is an error on the docking phase. The mobile module does not 

align itself properly due to irregularity on the FoV of the IR Receiver modules. When 

the mobile module gets closer to the stationary module the phototransistors does not 

properly measure the distance due to the position of themselves. Therefore, the 

positions of the phototransistors should be optimized and the docking process should 

be tested.  
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Figure 5.8 : Docking experiment of a slave module to a dummy docking station. 
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 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Conclusion 

In this study, a self-reconfigurable, self-assembly, autonomous mobile modular robot 

system with a homogenous structure called ULGEN is presented. The thesis explains, 

the mechanical design, docking mechanism, electrical design, possible configurations 

and self-locomotion experiments on a single module. The purpose of this study is to 

design, self-efficient, highly mobile, autonomous modular robots that can detect the 

other modules, communicate with each other and form structures. The ULGEN system 

is designed and various configurations are tested in the simulation environment called 

V-Rep and experiments are made on the first prototype. 

The design process of the ULGEN modules is focused to achieve a self-mobile module 

which can keep performing locomotion in various terrains with high torque output end 

effectors. The mechanical design is aimed to have a sturdy and lightweight system 

with the optimal dimensions. The high mobility of a module is provided by all of the 

joints on the modules. The wheels at the both ends of the module are used in 

differential drive mode. Half body joints are used in crawling locomotion and the 

central joint is used when a module falls on its side to recover. Besides these joints, 

the module has four proximity sensors, IMU module, X-Bee wireless module and 

various sensors to maintain the position control of the joints and autonomous docking. 

Controllable five DoF for locomotion and re-configuration purposes, makes the system 

highly mobile and flexible. Modules can drive on their wheels smoothly and the 

driving ability is used in the autonomous docking process. The design of the modules 

and the sensors mounted on them allow the system to also work as a mobile multi-

robot system using swarm algorithms. 

After the components and the structure of the module are defined, the electronic 

components are tested and the single module locomotion modes are coded for the first 

experiments. The DC motors are modelled and PID controllers are coded. The position 

control and speed control modes for the DC motors are written and tested. IR LEDs 

and IR receiver modules are tested to send and receive data for the docking experiment. 

The parts of the first prototype is manufactured and assembled to test the actuators and 

perform single module locomotion types.  
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As the components were being tested and the algorithms were written to have an 

experiment on the first prototype, the locomotion types and the docking simulation is 

modelled in V-Rep simulation software. Firstly, the ULGEN module is modelled by 

following the model design rules for V-Rep environment. The IR sensors and IR 

recievers are modelled and proximity sensors are added on the model. Secondly, the 

single module crawl and differential drive modes are simulated. Two ULGEN modules 

are simulated in a docking simulation and the sensor positions are changed according 

to the results. A docking simulation including five ULGEN modules is prepared. One 

of the modules are set as the master module while the others are set as slave modules. 

In this simulation the docking interfaces are not predefined and the master module is 

not aware of the other modules aroun it. Hence, the master module try to establish 

communication with other modules and then all the modules decided which docking 

interface is the closest for them. The decision has to be verified from the master 

module. After the docking simulations are completed multi module locomotion modes 

are studied and simulated. The multi module locomotion simulations does not include 

docking process of the modules. Hence, the modules are in predefined positions and 

docked onto the other modules. A simulation scene with various types of obstacles is 

designed and the module configuration performed locomotion eliminating the 

obstacles and moving towards to the predefined goal. The locomotion modes are also 

modelled in MATLAB environment and the position of the joints are calculated using 

forward kinematics D-H parameters method.  

Finally, two PCBs are designed to mount the master microcontroller, DC motor 

drivers, IMU and the circuit components. Once the assembly is completed, the first 

prototype is tested for the single module locomotion modes. The module recovered 

when it is fallen to its side using the central joint. Docking experiment is implemented 

on a dummy docking interface with IR LEDs placed on it and a microcontroller which 

controls the LEDs and the X-Bee wireless communication between the modules.  

The experiments and the simulations showed that the designed modular robot can have 

high mobility and move through some obstacles on its own. The modules can form 

structures with specific abilities to perform locomotion on various terrains. It is proven 

that simpler modules can form specific structures to perform locomotion in specific 

terrains. 
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 Recommendations 

In this study, a modular robotic system which has high mobility, self –assembly, self-

locomotion and autonomous docking abilities is presented. Each module has the same 

structure and the same sensors which allow them to avoid obstacles and detect other 

modules. The modules can communicate to each other and decide which docking 

interface to be docked on. In this section, some recommendations for future alterations 

on the structure of the modules are presented. 

In order to have a fully autonomous system, a self-assemblying docking interface for 

wheel docking interfaces should be designed. These interfaces require sensors and 

locking mechanisms. However, including all the IR sensors require microcontrollers 

with higher amount of digital and analog pins. Therefore, different types of sensors 

should be considered. IR tracking camera modules can be used instead of using IR 

LEDs and IR receiver modules. Each module can have two IR tracking camera 

modules to calculate the distance and the position of the IR source.  

Secondly, the PCB of the module does not fit properly on top of the module and the 

connectors are not properly placed. This problem caused many faults due to short cuts 

on the PCB. The sensor and driver modules should be designed to be fit on a PCB 

instead of soldering the modules on the PCB. The U-Shaped profile can be re-designed 

to have a higher space between the side plates.  
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